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EXTREMAL PROBLEMS OF APPROXIMATION 
THEORY OF FUZZY SETS 
Svetlana V. Aamun, Alexander P. SosUk 
Abtiract.Tbe problem of appraiJTnntioi of a f ray sabset of & formed space li considered in 
t ie pnper. We atndy t i e error of approximation, whid Lt tiis cue b ciaracteriied by a fray 
nunber. In order to do tail we define tke snpremnm of a f ray iet of reil namben as well as tie 
snpremnm and t ie infimum of criip ieti of f ray i imbem l i e introduced concepts allow u to 
investigate t ie best approiimatioa and t ie optimil linear approximation. Tie fray counterparts 
of duality theorems axe proved. 
AMS SC 04A72, 41A65 
1 Introduction 
Extremal problem! of Approximation Tieory Is a i dd of mntiemntics wiote setting allows 
one to wive n e k important problemi u predae estimation of t ie error of tied approximation 
metiodi and determination of tie best metiod of epproximntion. 
Tie central one in t i i i tieory ii t ie notion of t ie best approximation introdaced by RLCieby-
aiev [11]. Wiile at t i e beginning researcbe'a attention wu attracted to t i e investigation of t ie 
best approiimatioa to a tingle element r 
^ . t O - g l a - a l i 0 ) 
(iere X k a noraed space, x € X and U C X), itartlng witi tilrtiet t i e empiaiii moved to t ie 
problem of approiimatioa to t ie wiole daes V Q X 
Tie statement of t i e problem (3) li cansed by t ie fact tint estimation of t i e valae E(V%U) ia being 
aearcied In terms of some ciaiacterlstks of t ie element x, determining not t ie given element bat a 
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certain set V containing this element The problem (2) can be interpreted also as follows: we have 
only a certain incomplete information about the element v to be approximated; this information 
determines not a single element but a whole set V, and our task is to get the best possible estimation 
of the value E(vtU) based only on this information. It is clear that the value E(V,U) obtain as 
the result of such reasoning will be true for any element x of V, although, generally, it will rot be 
exact for each element separately. Therefore the set V must be sufficiently narrow in order that 
the characteristics which determine it could reflect the basic properties of the element v more fully. 
1 Under such interpretation it seems natural to consider the set V as a fuzzy, rather than as 
a crisp one, i.e. to realize it as a function V : X -» [0 tl], where the value V(x) describes the 
"belongnesa degree*1 of the element x to the set V. 
Example 1.1 The problem (2) can be interpreted also as the problem of approximation to a 
fixed element on the basis of non-precise, or fu2zy information. For example, one can consider 
approximation to a function / by values r% in points U e [a, &],: = 1,2,...,», which are known up 
to a certain error r, = f(U) + 6 - If one knows the principle of distribution F of errors fc, than as 
V.C[_,4]-»[0, lj one can take 
V(*) - 1 - ( / X | K * ) - r||) - / X - | K * ) - r||))s 
where r(x) = (*( t i ) . . . . ,*( t . ) ) ,r « (ru...,r.) and | | . . . || is a norm in R \ 
Example 1.2 When approximating to a function in order to estimate the value E{yyU) one 
usually uses characteristic! of its smoothness. In many practically important cases the problem (2) 
is solved for the class V « Lrt[a% b] of (r - 1)-times absolutely continuously differentiable functions 
whose r-th derivative is p-summable. Along with this one can often assume that the function to 
be approximated is infinitely many times diiferentable. Here as V one can take 
V ( x ) - a ( m ) f o r x € ^ [ a , 6 ] \ ^ 1 ķ , 6 ] , 
where a is a certain weight function of the natural variable such that 
• a(0) = 0 
• l i nu - .» a(m) - 1 
• a is strictly increasing. 
2 Fuzzy sets. Upper and lower bounds in fuzzy setting 
In this section we recollect some concepts and results concerning fumy sets and related notions 
which are needed in the sequel Most of them are well-known to those working with, fumy sets; 
some are probably new. 
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2.1 Fuzzy seta 
T i e concept of & fnxzy set wis introduced by LA. Zadeh [8]. Following Žadeh, by s /ussy iet, 
or more precisely, by a /i_riy tuhet of « set X we realize n mapping V: X -> / := [0,1]. The value 
V(i) can be interpreted as the "belongness degree" of an element x to a fuzzy set V. A fuzzy iet 
V: X - / will be called named if sup, V(x) = 1 (cf e.g. [l]). 
In case X is a metric space, a fuzzy set V is called hounded if lor every s > 0 the set V~ ![c, 1] is 
bounded. Further, let X be a vector space over R and let X ( R. Then the product A V: X R 
is denned by the equality A V(x) » V(f). (In case V is a crisp set thii definition obviously reduces 
to the classical one).The image of a given fuzzy iet V : X / under a mapping v>: X — Y is 
defined as a fuzzy set 
2.2 Fuzzy real numbers. Fuzzy real line 
Definition 2.2.1 (tu [3], [tjt ej sits [S],(7J). A fuzzy real number it s function s : R -> / sudk 
• s ū noo-ineredsin/; 
• sup t *(x) •= 1, inf, J ( X ) = 0; 
• i it upper iemicontinuout, i.e. lim g_, s- x(x) = x(a). 
The iet of allfuny real numfori is called a fuzzy real line arid it ii denoted iy R(i) . 
Remark 2.2.2 (1) Those working in "fuzzy mathematics11 usually consider these concepts in a 
more general setting, namely the so called L-fuzzy real numbers and the L-fuzzy real line R(L) 
where L is a bounded lattice satisfying certain conditions. However in our paper we deal only with 
"classic" fuzzy seta, i.e. with L-fuzzy sets for L = / , and therefore, naturally we shall use just 
the (Z-)fuzzy real line R( / ) . 
(2) In the original pipers on this subject ([3], [2] et.al.) fuzzy real numbers were defined not 
as functions themselves, but as certain classes of equivalence of functions. In this paper we accept 
the definition first suggested by S.E. Rodabaugh [7] which is essentially equivalent to the original 
one. 
(3) The ordinary real line R can be identified with a subspace of R( / ) by assigning to a real 
number a € R the fuzzy real number *, defined by 
that 
J . J . I Fiuty topology on R(I) (d [J] etc). 
G i v e i a , t e R l e t I » , a : — ( / ) - • * be defied by 
A . ( I ) - 1 - I ( » ) . »»d 
Taču the family {A*, />, : a, b € R} generate* a fasy topology r oa R(7); on the real line R viewed 
ai a inbtpace of R( / ) this fumy topology induces the una! (order) topology. 
1.3.4 Addition of ftiny numbers (set [Sjt [7]). Given x t , 2a € R( / ) let 
( i i e J a X * ) - " P * i ( O A J a ( * - 0 -i 
The operation of fumy addition 6 ia a jointly continuous extension of addition from the real line 
R to the fuzzy real line R(J). 
3.2.5 Product of fusty numbers was defined and thoroughly studied by S.E. Rodabaugh 
(see e.g. [7]). The definition of product 0 of fumy numbers ia much more complicated if compared 
with the definion of their sum. Fortunately, for our purposes we need only multiplication of a fumy 
number by a poidiot real number t € R la tail case the genera] definition is equivalent to the one 
given by the following simple formula: 
( i 0 i ) ( « ) - i ( j ) . 
The operation of product is in accordance with addition and ii jointly continuous. 
2.3 Supremum of a fuzzy set of real numbers 
Definition 2.8.1 B$ the tupnmum of a normed hounded /uixy eeiM R / we call the /uiiy 
real numler Sup(M): R -» / iueh that 
(li)M<Sup(M) and 
(U) Vx E R, Vr > 0, 3y > x - e auch that M{y) > Sup(M){x) - 1 . 
Notice that in case Af is crisp, this definition reduces to the usual definition of supremunL 
In case M = y>(V) where V : X -» / and tp i X -» R (see 2.1) we shall usuaJJy write 
P^.evvK*) or Sup{<p(x): x€V} instead of .Sup(v>(V)). 
Theorem 2.1.2 Let M R -» / he a normei hounded fuuy itt and let 5y R / he a mapping. 
Then the following art equivalent: 
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(i) Sy =«5up(A/), i.e. Sy is Ike npntnum of M; 
(t) Sy(x) = ni{a:i*j>M-l[at\]>x} V x € R ; 
(3)Sy(x)mnv{a:nj>H-\*tl]>x} V x e R ; 
(4) $14 • A(J I * ' R - • / , * > A/, * iinom - maeasing, i b u . c } 
Since the fuxy set 5 y denned in (4) is obviously a faxzy number, tkii theorem, among otkcr, 
implies t i t existence of the snpremnm for every bounded normed mzsy tet of real numbers. 
Remark 2.3.1 If we omit the condition that M a normed and bounded, then one ena alio define a 
mapping S*p(M): R / by the properties (1j) and (Is) in 3 4 . 1 . However, in this case Sup(A/) 
may fail to be a fury number. Namely, Sup(M) is non-mciensing and u j . c but generally does 
not satisfy the second condition in the definition of a fussy real number. A statement analogous 
to Theorem 13.2 remains vaBd in this case, too. 
Proposition 24 .4 ļ Af : R - . / is a normed hounded fuxtl set and t > 0, tisn SufĻM 01) * 
tOSuļļti) 
Remark 2 4 4 Patterned after the situation in classic analysis one can define the infimum of a 
normed bounded fury set M: R -» / as the fussy number InJ(U) • -Suj(-M\ However, we 
shall not deepen into consideration of this concept here, because it is not needed for the purposes 
of our work. 
2.4 Inflmnm and supremum of a crisp set of fuzzy numbers 
Let F C R(/)- Then the infimum of this set b defined by the equality 
i n f F - y \ { s | s € F } . 
Obviously inf F ii a fussy real number. It Is also easy to see that inf F eta be characterised as 
the largest one (>) in the family of foxy numbers which are less than or equal to any one of rosy 
numbers i ( F. Tie snpremnm of the set F is defined by the equality 
s a p F a i n f { s | s ii afazsy number and §>J Vx* € F} 
3 Extremal problems of approximation theory 
In this section we generalise the well-known notions of "dunk" or "crisp" approximation 
theory (see, e.g> [lOj, ft], [0]) to the foxy case. We consider the problem of approximation of a 
fussy subset V in a normed space X. 
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a . l On the best approximation of a fuzzy set 
Let U be & fixed non-empty tablet of a apace X. Speaking about the best approximation of 
a fuzzy iet V : X -» / by the net Ut the exact upper bosnd in (2) murt be realised in the fuxy 
sense ( see 2.11). 
Definition 1.1.1 The hett approximation ofafuziy tetV hy a tetU it defined at the fuxxg numher 
E(V}U) = SuPltvE(xtU) 
The fuzsy value £(V,W) can be interpreted as the deviation of the fusy set V from the crisp 
setU. 
Proposition 1.1.2 For each a £ I the value E(VtU)~l([a>\\) §ioct ike hut approximation 
of the $tt V * 1 ^ , 1] in the crisp ttnte. 
3 .2 On the error of the method of approximation of a fuzzy set 
Having the precise estimation of approximation In the form E(Vttl) we usually cannot con-
struct for a given element v € V an element in the set U realizing luch an error. Instead of the 
best approximation operator P: X -*U defined as ||x - Px| | j m E(xtU) we should prefer a con* 
structively realizable method of approximation. Any one of such methods is defined by a, certain 
operator A : X -»U. 
Definition 1.2.1 The error of approximation of * /ussy tet V hj s method A: X -* U it /rsen If 
the value 
s ( X l V , I / ) - 5 m M v | ( x - i l x l | J r . (3) 
Proposition 1.2 J 
^V . I / J - i n fKA.V.W) . 
Definition 2 . 2 4 The operator (method) Ac it calltd tie optimal approximation sstrstor (method) 
<(Aotm«E0>M 
The best approximation operator P , whenever it exists, ii the optimal one, but it is not neces-
sarily the unique among possible ones. Talring into account that in fuxy case the value E(VtU) is 
a fuxy real number, Le. a mapping of R into I , one could hardly be able to constrict the optimal 
approximation method. 
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Definition 1.1.4 The operator (method) A* it tailed Use-optimal approximation eperaiir (method) 
ļor non-ntļative t € E ( / ) if 
If we are interested only i i liieax methods, then for fixed V and U (in tkii cane we inppote 
that U k a mbepace of X), it is nntnral to tearck for tkone linear operatori L € L(X%U)y whose 
npper bonnd (3) taken the minima] value. 
Definition 1.3 J The k i t Bnotr approximation of a fiutjf ttt V ly e «uitpae* 2/ ii defined at t 
/axsy aamler 
*(V,W)« inf s(L,V,U). 
Definition 1.3.6 The Bnear operator (method) Lo : X -»1/ if esifei1 Us optimal linear approxi­
mation operator (method) if 
e(LatVtU)m£(ytuy 
Definition 1.3.7 The linear operator (method) t*: X —U it called the r -optimal linear approx­
imation operator (method) for non-ncjaiive t € R( / ) if 
<L.,V.W)<*(V.U)e*. 
The inequalities 
• E(V>U) < S(ytU) < e<L, V,W) for each unenr metkod I , 
• £(V,W) < e(A, V,W) for each operator A 
explain the practical importance to know the value E(V,W)* This value provides an orient which 
allowi to judge about the dignity and shortage of a given concrete method. 
3.3 On the widths of a fuzzy set 
The introduced concepts allow us to consider in fuzzy case the notion of the width, connected 
with the search of the optimal apparatus of approximation. 
Definition 1.1.1 The fusty value 
dv(V,X)= inf E(V,W) 
it called the Kolmogoroff N-width of a futxy jet V. 
IS 
Definition 1.3.2 The juste pake 
1n(V,X) = inf £(V,W) 
ii eoJki Uu linear N-width .1/ * June iel V. 
By analogy t ie counterpart! of otker widths (tee e.g. [5]) c u be considered in the context of fussy 
sets. 
4 Approximation in Lq -metric 
The most important normed functional space is t ie space £<(/). Thia space consists of aū 
integrable functions denned on / for which the following norm is finite 
i / a - l / i / w r * ! i < t < » - (<) 
When f B oo, the right aide of ( 4 ) is replaced by the essential supremum of / . 
We consider the best approximation to elements of a fuzzy subset V of the space L'p(l) « 
{/ : /(t) € LfO)} by a finite dimensional subspace U C Vf{l) in L v -metric 
EtyMU = « P E{zM\> E(xM\ = W | |s - M | V . 
4 .1 On the best approximation of functions 
For the best approximation to a function / € !£( / ) in a subspace Us including the class Pm of 
all polynomials of degree m it holdn 
Theorem 4.1 ([9]). 11 / € \W , wierc P . c W C ), dimW < oo, 1 < p < 00, 
r = 0,l,"-, then 
BUM)< = "v{lf(t\T)g(T)dT: , ^ , ( W ) B ļ Jor m - r - 1 , 
W j J k = {S € : M% < l,** 1 ±U%gM(0) = g(k\\) = 0,0 < k < m), 
lļq + \l<f = 1 and '^> 1U meant that J, ^ f ) ( r )u( r )dr = 0 Vu 6 W. 
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One can tee that the problem of estimation of B(V,U\ wiD be correct, if derivatives / ( ' ) of aD 
approximated functions /ČV will be bounded in norm. Therefore we consider /£V A Wl Cor 
* ; - t / € L ; ( / ) : ļļi% <!}. 
4.2 On the best approximation of a crisp set 
In "crisp" approximation theory the most powerful methods of the solution of extremal problems 
are based on the duality correlations. The obtained results are their fussy analogies. They allow 
to reduce the problem of estimation of the value E(VtU\ to a more visible extremal problem in 
the conjugate ipace. 
Theorem 4.2 Lei V i Iļ(I) - J, Pm C U C L'f(I)t dim!/ < oo , 1 < p < oo, r » 0, t, • • v 
Then 
WW), > {UP* s A WJ(U) .} let m - r - 1 , 
E(VtU), > Sup {M?: f*VV A Wllfy^g 1 Pm-} let m > r. 
wAsre 1/p+L/YP' - 1 , \ / q + Iff - 1 , W : - / , 
Wgm .up (v/://fr)(rWr)s>-|| |lv) 
The proof of this theorem follows from Theorem 4.1 by means of 
Lemma 4 J LetV: L,(I)-> I%U C L?(I)Mp + ltf-\t\<pj <*>. Then 
|up5up ļ ļ j{f)g(r)dT : /ēV% | | / |U< l ) > ' v { b i V : A W } ( 
vAsrs 
W # - sup {V/ : / / (r^ryr- |U | | ^ | | / | | ,< l} . 
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BH0>BMYM fl CYBpeMYM MBOKCCTBa BeqCTKBX 4HCCJ1. BBCJ^HHUC nOHSTBS 
Ū03BOJINJOT HccjBHOBarb HaHJTV^uuce npiDJiDBSHBe • DorpemHOCTh bnTHMajn»Horo 
nHBCHBoro apaojiiDKeBHii. UOKXUH He^eTXHB aaanor TeopeM DBoftcTBeHBocTB. 
S. Asmuaa. A. Soataka. Fast k o n u a n r o l o r i m a d l a s cks tremaMe ozdcvomL 
Anotad ja . Tiek apskanta normētas telpas lazi-apakJ kopas aproksimācljas 
problēma. Mēs pētām aprūksimācijas kļūdu, kas Sājā gadījuma Ir raksturota ar Dazi-
skaitii Ar so nonīku mes definējam reālo skaitļu fazi-kopas suprčmu un fazl -
skaitļu kopas suprēznu u n mfimo. Ieviestas koncepcijas [auj pētit labāko 
tuvinājumu un optimāla lineāra tuvmājuma kļūdu. Ir pJerfcfitas dualitāšu t eorēmu 
fazi-versijas. 
Department o f Mathematics 
University o f Latvia 
Rainis bWd. 19 
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AN APPROXIMATION OF NOISY DATA BY 
SMOOTHING SPLINES 
Natalia Budldoa 
Abstract . la tKk paper an approximation of elementi of a Hilbert space on the basis of inexact 
information is considered as the problem of conditional minimisation of a smoothing functional. 
Fbr this problem we introduce an auxiliary problem of unconditional minimization. The connection 
equation of the parameters of the initial problem and of the auxiliary problem b investigated. 
AM9 SC 41A16,65D10 
1 Introduction 
We consider the problem of approximation of elementi of a Hilbert space X by the information 
given by linear function ala fc,: X -» Ķ\ • 1 , . . . , * . We denote A • . . . ,<*) and assume that 
the data Ag about an approximated element g € X is noisy, i.e. the known uuormation r 6 fl* is 
inexact 
<«i, i - i . . . . » » > H > 0 . 
As approximation of g we are looking for the solution of the conditional nunimisation problem 
of the functional 
J(x) - I I Tx | | y - . m i j (1) 
Bi(*) = \k*-Ti\<ii% i - l , . . . , » , (2) 
defined by a linear operator T : X -» Y In Hilbert ipaces. 
In the ipecial case of approximation of a function / on the interval [a, 6] by the measurments 
(3) 
at the knots U»• • • • A < h < tj < ... < i» < 6 and when the operator T is the operator of 
the q times differentiation 
Tx = z® (4) 
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the problem **e 
l / W - n l i i f . i ' - i . . . . , * . (*) 
(Wj[a, ^ ii the Sobolev space). It ii known that the solution of the problem ( I ' M ? ' ) i* * n**™ 1 
spline. 
We denote by Šif-i,i the ipnce of natural spKnes. A natural spline t of degree (2q - 1) over 
the grid i 1,..., is a fnnction which satisfies conditions : 
1. 1 ii n polynominl of degree (1q - 1) on each [t», t i + 1 ] , t = 1,..., n - 1 ; 
3 . i W ( 0 a 0 , i f t 6 [ a l t 1 ] U [ t . > 6 ] . 
If m > q and no algebriac polynomial of degree (0 - 1 ) satisfies the conditioni (2*)v then a natural 
spline of degree (fy - 1 ) gives the unique solution of the problem ( I ' M 2 ' ) (*** t-favlll)» * < fli 
then the solution of the problem ( l ' H 3 < ) *• u y polynomial P of degree (fl - 1 ) , which aatiifiei 
the conditiou P(fc) n 4 , 1 • 1 , . . . , * , 
In [3ļ for the conditional problem ( I 'M 2 *) w e introduce the auxiliary problem of unconditional 
minimization 
with the smoothing parameters o> > Oj •= 1 , . . . ,* . The solution of the problem (5*) will be 
obtained an the solution of a lybtem of linear algebraic equations. 
The main result of the paper [3] connects the solution of the problem (l 1 ) - ( ? ) with the 
solution of the problem (5*). There is proved that if the parameters a and t are connected with 
the connection equation 
*•)-«, («) 
then the spline $a} Le. the solution of the problem (51), gives the unique solution of the problem 
In the present paper the main problem, the auxiliary problem and connection equation are 
considered in general case. 
We assume that kerf + kerA is closed and kerTf]ktrA «= {0} (kerA is the kernel of the 
operator A). It ii known that in this case the problem O H 2 ) B U t A e unique solution and this 
solution is the spline from the space 
S(Tt A) m {$ 6 X : Vx € kerA < Ttjx >= 0} 
corresponding to the given operators T : X -» Yt A : X -» R* (see [1] p.185, [2] p.9). In special 
case ( 3 ) - ( 4 ) M t S(T> ^) » t i « ' P * * 5^.1,1 of natural splines. 
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A spline i € S(Tt A) is called an interpolating ipline for a vector s « ( * i a * ) if As » x, Uadex 
stated assumptions (or every vector s there is a unique interpolating ipline (see [1] p. 186). So 
dimS(TtA)mn. 
2 The auxiliary problem and the connection equation 
We formulate the auxiliary problem ai follows 
n / H | T * | | r + | | i » - f | U — J & (») 
where || x ||»= £ J-xJ In a norm in A* defined by the coefficient a € A*. 
It if known that the unique solution of the problem (S) exists and this solution is the spline 
from the space S(Tt A). The solution s € S(T} A) of the problem (5) may be uniquely restored by 
a vector A € A* 
r r s » A * A 
where A* and T" are conjugate operatori (see [2] p.9). It if known (see [2] p.13), that the compo­
nents of the vector A of t i e spline-solution of (5) satisfy the conditions 
A i - l f r - f c s ) , ! - ! x, (7) 
It is important for us that the smoothing parameters a and* of the main and auxiliary problems 
are connected with the equality 
*•)-« w 
where 
a « ( a K : i « l , . . M B ) i f - (rf: i « 1,... ,»); 
- * ( ' . ) - ( « . ( * ) - - 1 . . . - K«)-(«(•): » - 1 »)• 
(we denote by f«the solution of the problem (5)). 
Theorem 3.1 If ike parameter* a āūi e an connected mitk the eputitn (4), then ike tpBnt #. 
ii ike iōttdiōn of ike prtUem (I) eiots ike unique oektišn of ike problem (t)-(t). 
Proof. Let / be the solution of (l)-(2). Note tksi tkesp&ne s . sntiafies the equates (6), Le. 
*%(».) - «?.» - 1 , . . . , * . So om satisfies also the conditions (2> Let us compare the values J(J) 
**dJ(:y 
Suppose J(J) < J(ea). Then 
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i.e. F\J) < F(iaj). We know that ta is the nniqne solution of the problem (5), therefore / s § a . 
Thna for it holds J(J) > J(ta,Y 
Theorem is proved. 
3 Investigation of the connection equation 
We inveatigate the connection equation (6). Let us define the operation L by the pair of operatora 
T and A as Lx = (Tx, Ar) and operate to the apace £? = Y % JP with the scalar product 
< (»',*'). (yV) i . i > r < »f,«? >* 
The main result of the present section is 
Theorem 9.1 For the derivative* me Kate 
So the Jatoli mains J*- » ||fj rif*j 0/ the vector-function <p(a) can he written as 
It can be easily proved that the operator L is linear aid continuous. The following properties 
of L and the conjugate operator L* will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Lemma S.l I. The conjugate operator A* con k§ written u 
ial 
t.Tkt tonjujate operator V tan k written OJ 
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3.Tki operator VL tan he w r i t t e n at 
ml °* 
Proof. l.By definition of the conjugate operator 
< Ax, i > K - - < StA*M >x 
we have 
isl isl ial 
Therefore 
isl 
l l a i u g into account that 
* 1 * 1 
«< *. ry > * + ^ - < r , <jj > x - < ry + 52 7V* >* 
isl * ial 1 
by definition < I * , e >am< *,L*e >i we get 
l i b prove the equality we transform the icalar product < L ' L x 1 , ^ > j 
x < H r l + f V y > i / 
Tkerefore L'Lx = r T r + £ 
Lemma 1.3 7ne spline ta(t) it cflntinuouitļ iiffertntiakle with rttput to a. 
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Proof. Let us take as basis in tie apace S(7\ A) trie ayatem where i, ia the interpolating 
apline for * = (0 , . . . , 0,1,0,. . . , 0)(where 1 is on the i-th place). The apline s„ can be written aa 
t a a JV 1 ^ a$it where a = fcs„. Note that «, don't depend on a, BO it ii sufficient to establish 
that the coefficients Ci of the apline are continnonaly differentiable. By T * T J » A*X we obtain 
ISL 
We take scalar product by ij 
a 
<Y,CiT*Ttitij > = < i4*A,*> > 
1=1 
So Ci < Tfi.rij >=< A,i4ay >=< A, J,* >= A, and by (7) we obtain 
The splines i» are fixed and so < Ti^Ttj > are fixed. Denoting bVJ « < TsĶ%T*, > 
and obtain 
ISL 
So the coeffidenta $, i = 1, . . . , n of the apline sa can be obtained aa the solution of a ayatem of 
linear equations with non-zero determinant (since the problem (S) has the unique solution). This 
system defines 4 as implicit functions depending on (ai t . . . , a*) By the theorem of implicit 
function, coefficients = 1,...,» will be continuously differentiable if the Jacooian (i.e. the 
determinant of the system ( 8 ) ) is distinct from zero. So the coefficients of the spline ia(t) are 
continuously diiferentiable with respect to or. 
Lemma 1 2 is proved. 
Lemma 5.3 The operators T, T°T and k art commuting with the operator j£ - in the following 
eente 
8 de 
8 Bs 
£\.i-TTi = TT— 
when t 6 S(TtA). 
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Proof.The spline i 0 = s(au.. . , o a ) can be written as 
where e,-(a) € fl, and . J „ is 0 Uaii of S(TtA). Thereibre t i e order of operation! with 
respect to a and elements of X is not important. So 
—fcfafc— and —Ti« T-—. 
0Oj .7OJ 0 0 ^ ooj* 
From a) and b) it follows that j j - f* -= 
l b prove d) we differentiate the equation < Ts,Tx > • < I"T#,x > witn respect to . We get 
< T ^ - T I , T X > + < T # , ^ - T X > « < •£-rTttx> + <TmTttp->. 
Since 
0 9 5* Sx 
< - — T s , T x > + < T s , ; —Tx > - < T T ^ , T * > + < T s , T — > • 
+ < r T ' ' £ > ' 
we have y J - T T s » r*T^f-. 
Proof of theorem 3.1. 
Differentiating w(or) - < fcs-«,*.*-• 4 ><• ( l j j - X j ) 3 with respect to &j we obtain 
By T*Ti - u d (7) we get 
i s l ial 1 
So 
™+^^;(« i i -^) -o . W 
i s 
According to Lemma. 3.1 
Differentiating the equality (9) with respect to o, we obtain 
(10) 
(11) 
From (11) It follow. 
We get the final result by substituting this equality Into (9) 
L-ltpk >- to? < L6M L9-P >. 
Theorem is proved. 
It is better to consider the function «)(/?) instead of the ruction p(a) k where Oft) m t ~ 
The connection equation in this case is 
w « («) 
The Jteobi matrix fj- a ļ$^J") o f vcctor-fuetioi j(J3) ea ht written u 
The Jacobi matrix for s) is symmetric and so tke operator t) is potential for a function F , Le. 
The Jacobi matrix for t> k a Gram matrix and ion-singular , since jrLļf-ti - 1,...»», are 
linearly independent 
We will prove this fact The vectors jrLffc* • • 1, are linearly independent if 
* 1 dt 
- 0 if and only if ft - 0,i - 1,.. iml 
The spline i c u b e written as fa Elai**'* * where $ktk « ar t the base of the 
ipnoe S(TtA). So 
isl H» 1=1 ^ 
fcsl isl 
Tie elementi I s * are linearly Independent, no 
The ipUne i It the solution of the problem (5), therefore It satisfies (8) 
52 + ft9 " ft** J " ! » • • • • *» 
is l 
Le. the spline s is the smoothing spline lor the vector s • (sj : j - 1,...,»). We differentiate this 
equality 
Ž + ft"°»' ° 1 *•» 
So the spline s> - £ Ift'i l> t k e imoothing spline for the vector (0 ,0 , . . . ,0 , 0 , . . . .0) . 
The spline i = E E » •moothing for the vector i - ( U i ļ f a l ^ V ^ ) . 
is l i s l ' » ^ 
It if ensy to see thnt i(tk) = 0, k = 1 , . . . , m , so i s 0. Therefore i = 0, so p. » 0, i = 1 , . . . , n, 
and the Jacob! matrix for ^ is non-singular . 
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EXTREMUM PROBLEMS FOR AN AFFINE FUNCTION 
DEFINED ON A SET OF PERMUTATIONS 
G. Engehs 
Summary. The competition of n given aiEne function! ii At + Bt where B depends on the 
permutation of these functions. Some necessary properties of the permutation corresponding to 
the minimal value of B are formulated and in some special cases a precise characteristic of the 
permutation in question ia given, 
AMS subject dassificntion 0SD99 
Let us consider m fixed affine functions R -»R 
(where a\ € R {0}, 6» € Ķ i € {1,3»..., n}) and the a! compositions of these functions 
/ w - 5 - L • fit • • • • • /« • fix (0 - * + * 
It Is dear that A » [JLi 4 « 5 depends on the permutation (ii, i j».. . , i .) and can have a! 
different values. The extremal values mi*{B}tmax{B} can be found by computing afl these a! 
numbers, but it seems quite naturally to search other ways of solving this problem, too. In the 
literature we have found no mentioning of this situation. In the general case (without further 
restrictions for *,&») the problem seems to be a complicated one. The aim of this paper is to 
develop some methods effective in certain special cases. 
In section 1 we give some inequalities necessary for the permutation corresponding to miw{B) 
(In the sequel they will be called optimal). H we are interested in maz{B)t we have only to replace 
• < " with • > \ In sections 1 and 3 these inequalities are used in some special cases, where they 
are especially effective. 
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1. 
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Further we often will use number* 
Both numben nre not defined only when ^ - « 0, but in this cum the function /*(<) e t 
commutes with each /,(/»©/> • / > • / • ) and the place of /»in the permutation does not change the 
corresponding 0. Therefore we aa*ume that none of /«(t) equals to t. Then it is easy to conclude 
that }j and fk commute iff c,- = a (or i} = dk). If Cji denotes t i e corresponding number for 
/ j o ^ t h e n e ^ s e , = e i . 
l b nimplify the notation we assume that 
rotfi{B(t,,..., i .)} o Bo » 0(1, 2 , . . . , a) 
(what can be obtained by enumeration of the {/,}). It la easy to compute that 
i =2 i s* 
We will compare the 0b with en me 0, corresponding to some "dose* permutation. Fbr this purpose 
we will use a - 1 permutations (1,2 j t - 2 t M - 1 , * + l , . . . , a ) where k € { 2 , 3 , . . . ^ } . 
(But in 2.4 H will be necessary' to use some other "dose* permutatioaa too). 
If we write 0» * 0 ( 1 , . . . , » - 2 , ^ * - l , l : + l t . . . l a ) u asiimlih* (1) and put both sums into the 
inequality 
0u<0a 
we see that in both parts the commands not containing factors h and 6A-i are equal and therefore 
f[(*ih-t+(n < ( n «)«»-»»» + ( n «)*»-«• a 
im» «*+l ia *+ l tttl+l 
Let N(k) be the number of negatives in the set {a«+i, O i + j , . . . , a , } . Dividing both parts of (2) 
Ill+i * ** o b t l i a 
(-l)"<'Wl-i + 1» < ( - l ^ i a - A 
( - l ) ^ ( i i -1)1.-1 < ( - l ^ V i " ( 3) 
If ( a i _ ! - 1 X ^ - 1 ) ^ 0 
S | m ( a , _ 1 - 1 K ^ - 1 ) " ( - I ) l ' ( k ) . AfWcCM} 
then from (3) it followi 
( - I J ^ J W W c i . ! < (4) 
I f&i - iM°"<* 
i j n L . ^ ( - l ) ° ( l ) , O( i t )6{0, l ) 
then from (3) it followi 
( - l ) * ( * H o ^ ) 4 < ( - l ^ H O ( i ) 4 _ 1 . (5) 
In cue when a* «• « 0 o r a i - i = 1,6* « 0 we get 
o < ( - i ) " ( V - i - i ) h W 
( - 1 ) N ( V - < 0 . (7) 
We have proved the statement: if Bo « B( l ,2 , . . . , n ) = min{B}, then for every k € {2,3,...,ft} 
at lerist one of the inequalities (4), (5), (6), (7) is valid. This statement allows us to exclude a large 
set of n! permutations as being non optimal. However, in general the set of remaining permutations 
is still a large one, too (especially if then are many /, with a, < 0 and many f, with a, > 0). 
Further we investigate some cases when the inequalities (4)-(7) are effective, 
2. 
In this section we investigate the problem of the optimal permutation in cases, when the set 
of {/,} is a "homogeneous" one. It means that all numbers o» belong to one of the six sets: 
l i . + H {i}. ]ML l - i . o l H K | - o o , - i [ . 
1.1. If all tu > 1, then N(k) = M(Jfc) = 0 for all k and from (4) it follows that in the optimal 
permutation it holds: 
fjk-i < ck. (8) 
To find such a permutation we have to compute all ^ and to order the given functions in such a 
way, that the sequence (c;) is non decreasing. 
2.2. If all oi = 1, then from (1) it follows 
1=1 
and every permutation is optimal. 
J If for all i 0 < Oi < 1, then N(k) = M(k) = 0 and we get (8) in this case, too. 
Nevertheless we can not unite (2.1) and (2.3) (a > 0,a jfc 1) lince then in some cases it will be 
M(k) = 1, but this essentially changes the situation. 
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1A. If for all i - 1< a, < 0, tkei S(k) =» » - k}M(k) = 0 and from (4) it follows 
e» >e»-i < c » - a > C m - 3 (10) 
But for a given set {a} the set of sequences satisfying property (10) is a large one (if A = 2m, 
then the number of sequences is greater than (ml)2). Therefore we have to search further criteria 
for the optimal permutation. We consider here like in section 1 some permutations "dose" to the 
optimal one: 
Bt = B ( l , 2 , . . . , * - 2 , « + l , * ( i - l , * + 2 , . . . ,» ) , A € f t 3 , . - » - i } -
H e r e N ( * + l ) « n - * - l and from Bb < Bļ it follows (likein section 1) that 
( - ^ " • " W i ^ h - t < ( - O - ^ W i t t i h + i + afc_i»t + 6 4 . i ) . (11) 
It turns out that (11) gives some inequalities for the numbers e»j, since if /;> • /j • A» then 
an » ajdj, iy- - ajO, + o> and 
- a s - m 
Multiplying by a* < 0 and adding to both parts we obtain from (11): 
( - l ) - * ( a 4 t t 4 + , - l)(an6a-i + 6*) < (-1)—*(a.a.- i - l)(a4h+i + h ) 
and recalling that (ata»+i - l)(oi<ii_i - 1 ) > 0 we get 
( - i ) - » c l . 1 > < ( - i r » c . + u (is) 
or 
e»,»-i < Ct-i,»-i» c,-j,«-a < c ^ - i ^ - j , C t . ^ . j < c » - M - 3 f - (14) 
But there exists another possibility to use (11). Addhg to both parts a i - i a i a i + i h we get 
( - l r - ' -Wn. , - l)(a*-,h + i 4 - i ) < ( - l ) ' - ' - W i ' i - + * H i ) 
( - i r ^ - v ^ < < - » r ' - w as) 
Taking here k = n - 1, k = m - 3 , . . . we get 
< C i - i ^ . < < e . - j , . ^ , . . . (18) 
From (14) and (16) it follows 
<=m-l,» > C . - 1 . . - 3 > ^ - J , » - 2 > C-3 . . -4»' • • (17) 
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and 
<e*-a»»-i < < e ^ ^ - j , . . . (18) 
Bat from (12) we obtain 
aid 
" <*) - " «j )• (19) 
Combining this with (10) we get 
aid this meaai that the Inequalities (16) contain the greatest and (18) the smallest of the numbers 
C M + I I S + I * * This gives an algorithm for the search of the optimal permutation. 
For this purpose we compute all numbers cy, and remunerate functions fj in such a way thai 
the sequence (e,) is monotone. Now we compute the greater , the whole, number of which will 
be &zHm After this we search for a sequence containing a - 1 u m b e n such that 
Such sequence always exists, but it must not be unique. If the sequence (20) is found then we 
• aspect that the permutation 
starting with p or q, depending on the parity of a, can be the Optimal one. If there is more than 
one sequence (20), we have to compute air corresponding £ ( and take the least one. Or, we can 
compute the set of wu»(efy,ty)t ^ o n n **« sequence corresponding to (20) and combine tke results 
of the both sequences. 
It is not essential that we consider sequences "from the end to the beginning*. Only by 
construction of the optimal permutation la tke natural order we mist distinguish the cases when 
a Is even or odd. 
2 .1 . Kail * « - l , then 
w w 
i*l kmO lafi 
and a permutation Is optimal i f the numbers a - l , a - 3 , u - S , . . . a r e to functions with 
the largest I,. 
2.8. If all 4 < - 1 , we can use all maonlnsn of 2.4. up to (18). But (1») In this case changes 
to 
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from which it follows 
It means thtt in tkif situatioa (10) contains tke smallest aid (18) tke largest of tke (ey+i, ct+ t>). 
Further we o n proceed on u in (14). 
s 
Here we will ihow the use of tke reaulta of section 1 in some unkomogeneoas cases, 
1.1. It in possible to combine 11 tad 12 and narnme that for all i 
1 < * < +oo. 
From (4), (6), (7) we obtain thai tke optima] permutation rtarta with /»that have « - 1 and K < 0 
(kere we can define ej - -co) , farther come / . witk a« > 1 and 4 . 1 < ca and tke permutation 
eada witk who have a, - 1 and » 0 (kere c» •» +00). Tke order of fi witk 4 • 1 at tke 
beginning and tke end of tke permutation if not rawntial 
IX In an analogue manner we can combine 2.3 and 1 3 and aarume tkat 
0 < a i < l . 
The* tke optimal permutatioa begins witk /,(t) = > 0 and cadi witk fi(t) • I**»,** < 0. 
U . It ia poaaibie to commie 1 1 , 1 3 and 2.3 if for all i , ; it holds: 
Mi>0. 
T%ea N(k) m 0,0(a) - 0 aad from (ft) it followt that tke optimal permutation ia rharartwrard by 
IA. Tke caae when for all i It holds « - a ia investigated in aactlon 2, but It can be solved la 
quite a different way. From (1) we get 
and kere B , is tke scalar ntodict 0/ tke vectors ( a - \ a - a #,1) a id ( s i ,** . . . , ** ) . A 
permutation o f c a n ckange only tke second vector, aid it la well known tkat tke scalar product 
Is minimal if tke coordinates of one vector form a nonin creasing aid tke coordiaaWs of tke other 
vector form a noadecrcasing sequence. For example, If 
- l < a < Q , n - 3 m > 
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then *< a 1 < • • < . . . < « * » " ' < «*• < «*— 1 < . . . < a a < 1 tad tke p e r m u t u ^ k optimal, if 
> • * > * • > . . > * * . - ! > • » . > . . . > » » > 6». . 
S J In u analogical m a u e r we investigate tke cue when far i0 i it hold* 
Then from (1) it fallows 
*-«c(n*j+fl . 
lift imk 
If* > O t h a B , has the leastvalue when 
a. ^ a * - ! < a m _ 3 < . . . < a a < a I . 
If ft < 0, then " < " u replaced with " > V Analogically wkea <k < 0 far aU i 
3.6. Let a - 1 fuc t i ou JK kave ci « e, bat far aa index j tke lumber c,; • 7 a> c Wt know 
that fuc t iou witk equal 5 commute and therefore aa optimal permutation bēgļu with name 
commuting fuc t iou witk tke composition 
F,(t) » A,t + ( A ! - l ) c , 
than follows a function ti(l) * o r + ( o - l ) 7 , and finally tke permatatioa endi with some commuting 
fuc t iou with tke compotitioa 
A ( 0 - 4 < + ( 4 - l ) t 
(But we m u t remember, that it can be P\(t)• 1 or fl(f) * 1.) It is eaty to compute A:» AxAi 
too and we have 
^ o ^ o F | « A | A a o i + B, 
where 
B a Aat - e + A a (o -1X7 - c). 
Here only A 3 dependi on the permutation. Tke aiga of or - I and 7 - c are fixed and we can 
only take A% u tke maximal or the minimal one of all possible producta of the numbera a,- (far 
commuting fuct iou) , including the lumber 1 (if A\ • A\ 
3.7. We c u get tome further results by applying our methods in cases when a - 1 functions 
belong to one of the sets iavestigated in 11-13, but one ruction belongs to a set from 14-16. 
Only in these cues the formulation of tke results becomes too complicated to be of any interest 
far concrete problems. 
3ft 
G.Eņgelii . Eks t rēma problēmai AFINAI f u n k r i . A L KAS definēta p e m i a t i d l a k o p ā . 
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Anotācija, n dotu afinu funkciju kompozīcija ir funkcija At+B. kur B ir atka­
rīgs no So funkciju permutĀcijas. Darbā ir formulētas dažas nepieciešamas ipaSības 
pcrmulācijai, kas dod minimālo B vērtību, un parādīts, ka zināmos speciālgadījumoa 
tas atļauj viennozīmīgi noteikt to permutācīju. 
r ^ H r o r a * » r*unj«*ā»jiuwwu* m m m I M «/ļwļwmwnĀ t j i y m r r r a n , n i rpp ruunnmof t mm 
A H H O N A M U . KoMno3Hinu N A&UHUX ac^HHHbix O>yHxmift xanxncx ao>o>HHHOft 
cjiyHiatHefl At+By me B SABHCHT OT ucpccrauoBkH 4>YHKNUFL. B paOorre y iuaaHhi Hexo-
Topwc HedCxoAiiMbie CBOACTBS n e p e c r a n o B K a , Aajomeft MHHHMajTbHoe aHanesae B H 
n o s r a u i o , wro a eeicoTOpux cneiuianbHUX cjiynaxx ami caoficTaa OAUOSUXMUO onpejav 
JDUOT arry nepecraHosicy. 
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Fixed points for non-invariant 
mappings 
Daiga Grundmane 
ABSTRACT 
In this paper we prove generalisations of Baaach and EdeJ stein 
fixed point theorems for non-Invariant mappings (i.e. mappings with, 
possibly, different domain and range), by introducing and using two 
different generalized notions of contractive mappings and a notion of 
reflector, introduced in (5). 
A MS subject classification 51H25. 
Introduce: ion 
In this paper we further explore the notion of reflector^ introduced in [5]. The 
largest par t of known fixed point theorems works for functions / X —* X, 
i.e. for functions with equal domain and range. The notion of reflector have 
turned to be useful to prove the existence of fixed points for mappings / in 
case, when domain and range of / do not necessarily coincide. 
In [5] we succeeded to prove the following result 
T h e o r e m 1 ( G r u n d m a n e , Liepiņa) Let Y be a complete metric apace with 
distance d, 0 ^ X CY, let X be a closed space, and let f X Y be con­
tractive mapping, such that there exists a reflector OCX. Then there exists 
a unique fixed point of f.O 
A similar generalized theorem for nonexpansive mappings was obtained 
in the M.Sc. thesis of the author. 
ST 
T h e o r e m 2 ( G r u n d m a n e ) Let Y be a metric apace with distance dt 0 / 
X CY, let X be a compact space, and let J X -*Y be strongly nonexpan-
sive mapping, such thab there exists a reflector OCX. Then there exists a 
unique fixed point of f.O 
While it seems that the notion of reflector is a qui te adequate tool for 
extending these two classical results to the case of non-invariant mappings, 
a question may arise, whether the requirements that mapping / must be 
contractive or strongly nonexpansive are not too strong. Here we propose 
two different ways how these requirements could be relaxed. 
First , we further explore the idea of A. Liepiņā that the requirements 
of contractiveness or strong nonexpansiveness can be subst i tuted by the re­
quirement of existence of mappings A Y —• PY and ņ PY —• R which 
satisfy some natural properties. It turns out that such generalized notions 
really are sufficient to obtain generalized versions of Theorems 1 and 2, if we 
place some additional natural requirements on reflectors. 
At the same time, it appears tha t the proposed existence of mappings 
A Y —• PY and tp PY —• R more likely can be considered not as a 
direct generalization of contractiveness (or strong nonexpansiveness), but as 
a generalization of requirements in the form d(x,f{x)) < qd(f(x)%f(f(x))) 
(or d(xj(x)) < d(f(x),f(f(x)))). For this reason it also turns out to be 
insufficient to guarantee the uniqueness of fixed points. 
We propose a similar approach that more likely can be considered as a gen­
eralization of requirements that mapping must be contractive (strongly non-
expansive). Namely, we consider mappings A : Y7 —• PY and \p PY —» R 
and place some natural restrictions on function y?. Such approach also allows 
to obtain generalizations of Theorems 1 and 2, besides it allows somewhat 
relaxed requirements on reflectors (we actually substitute the original reflec­
tor property with somewhat similar, but formulated in terms of mapping ip). 
While such approach also does not guarantee the uniqueness of fixed points, 
it remains an open problem, whether uniqueness can be achieved by placing 
some stronger conditions on reflectors. 
Main definitions and notation 
In genera] we follow the standard definitions and notation used in mathe­
matical analysis, it can be found, for example, in [3]. Here we only include 
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the definition of reflectory originally given in [5]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 Lei Y be a metric apace with distance d, 0 ^ X CY, and let 
f X -*Y We call subset 0 of a metric space X a reflector if the following 
two conditions are satisfied: 
L f(0) C X, and 
2. Vx € X, iff(x) t X, then there exists y € 0 such that d{xj{x)) = 
<f(x,y) + d ( y , / ( x ) ) . 
Main results 
Our first two theorems are generalizations of Theorems 1 and 2, obtained by 
using a generalized requirement of contract!veness (strong nonexpansiveness) 
proposed by A. Liepiņi. 
T h e o r e m 3 Let Y be a complete metric space with distance d, 0 / X C Y, 
let X be a closed space, and let f X —» Y be a mapping, such that there 
exists a reflector OCX and mappings A : Y -> PY, 9 : PY R which 
for some q €]0,1[ for all x € X satisfy the following properties: 
1- v(Mf(*))) < ^(A(x)), 
2. d(x,f(x))<v(A{x)), 
* tf f{x) X, then exists y 6 O with d ( x , / ( x ) ) = d (x ,y ) + d{yj(x)) 
and*(A(y))<*(A(f(x))). 
Then there exists x* € X, such that / ( x* ) = x* /0 
P roo f . Let x € X. We recursively construct a sequence 
i o , x 1 ( i a , . . . , r A , . . . a s follows. We take x 0 = x. Then, consecutively for all 
1 = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . w e take Xi+l = / ( x ; ) , if f(xt) € X , and we take n+i = y,, if 
f(xx) # X. Here y, € O and is such tha t d ( x i t / ( x , ) ) = d(xiy y.) + d(y„ / ( x , ) ) 
and <p(A(yt)) < ^ ( / 4 ( / ( x , ) ) ) (such y< exists due to the theorem conditions, if 
there are several different choices for y,, we arbitrarily choose one of them). 
Now, we will prove that for all i 6 N , we have inequality 
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•*•>)) <fp(4(*<-))-
We have to consider four different cases, depending on whether /(*,•) € A* 
and whether / ( x . + i ) € X . 
j ^ L / ( x . ) € X a n d f(z^) € X . 
In this case we have 
= < f ( x i + l l / ( x , M ) ) < fp(M*M)) = * ( * ( / ( * * ) ) ) < «p(M*i))-
Hence, d ( x i + , , x . + , ) < q<?{A(xt)). 
Case 2. /(xi) € X and / ( x * « ) * X . 
In this case d ( x i + i , / ( x i + l ) ) = J fx .+i .x .+i ) + d ( x 1 > 2 , / ( x i + i ) ) . Thus , 
</(x;+i,x;+ a) < < f (x . + 1 > / ( x ,> i ) ) , and, similarly as in Case 1 we have 
- t x * i , / ( « * , ) ) < viMx^)) = * ( * ( / ( * ) ) ) < v V M ( * . ) ) . 
therefore d ( x l + l k x , + a ) < qtp(A(xi)). 
GuiAJMtXxvd / ( * * , ) * X . 
If / ( ' • ) X , then, by definition. 6 0 , thus / ( x , + 1 ) € X . There­
fore, Case 3 is not possible - there can not be two consecutive x ( , x,+, with 
/(».) /(**,) i x. 
In this case we have 
Hence, d ( x * i , * ; + a ) < W>(i4(x.:)). 
Thus , in ail cases we have d(x,+i , ..,,+3) < o^(>4(x.)). By induction we 
can show that for all t č N we have <f(A{xt)) < c/c»(4(*o))»i-e. tha t { x , } , 6 N 
is a Cauchy sequence. Since Y ia complete.and V is closed, the sequence 
{ Z I ) I € N converges to x* 6 X . From here it easily follow* tha t / ( * * ) = x ' .O 
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T h e o r e m 4 Let Y be a metric space with distance d, 0 / A' C Y, Irt X be 
a compact space, and let f X —» Y be a mapping, /sucA that there exists a 
reflector OCX and mappings A Y —• PY, tp PY —» R which for all 
x 6 X satisfy the following properties: 
1. v(Mf(*)))<*(M*)), 
2. d(sJ(x))<v(A(x))t 
3. if f(x) i X, then exists y € O with d(xj(x)) = </(x,y) + d{yj{x)) 
and <p(A(y))<v(A(f(x))), 
4. V£ 6 R + 3r f € R + Vy € X d(x,y) < 6 = > | ?(A(x)) - *(A(y)) \< t 
Then there exists x* € X, such that f(x*) = x \ 0 
Proof . Since mapping \p is continuous (requirement 4) and X is com­
pact there exists x* G X, such that for all y 6 X we have <p(A(x*)) < 
ip(A(y)). We will show that necessarily J(x') = x* 
Let assume tha t f(xw) = z ^ x" If z € X, thc?n, due to the requirement 
1. i£(A(z)) < (,?(y4(j*")), which contradicts the choice of x \ If z $ X, then 
there exists y € O with d(x\ z) - d(x\ y) + d{y, z) and >p{A{y)) < ŗ(A{z)). 
Hence, <p(A(y)) < <p(A{z)) < y(A(x*)), which again contradicts the choice 
of x\ Therefore f(x') = x'.O 
There are examples that show tha t the requirements 3 in both theorems 
are essential simply the existence of reflector O C X it* not sufficient to 
guarantee the existence of fixed point, we must place some conditions that 
relates the values of ip for f(x) £ X with the values of for corresponding 
points from reflector. At the same t ime, probably it is possible to subst i tute 
our requirement 3 with some modified version of it. 
The requirement 4 in Theorem 4 guarantees that mapping <^  is continuous, 
it is also clear that some form of such requirement is necessary for the result 
to hold. 
The next two results arc similar generalizations of Theorems I and 2. 
However, li*;re we use another generalized version of requirement of contrac-
tivencss (strong nonexpansiveness), which, by our opinion, more precisely 
describes the si tuation. In this case we can also relax the requirements on 
reflector (at least for Theorem 5), and more conveniently to formulate them 
in terms of mapping 
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T h e o r e m 5 Let Y be a complete metric apace with distance d, ft ^ X C Y, 
let X be a closed space, and let f X -* Y be a mapping, such thai 
there exists a set O C X, with f(Ō) C X and mappings A Y* PY, 
<p : PY —• R which for some q €]0,1[ for all xty € X satisfy the following 
properties: 
L ^(A(f(x)J(y)))<q^A(x,y)), 
2- d(x,y)<v(A(zyy)), 
8. if f(x) i Xt then exists z € O with d(zj{x)) + <p(A(z,z)) < 
*{A(xJ(x))). 
Then there exists x* € X, such that / ( x* ) = x* .0 
Proof . Let x 6 X. Similarly as in proof of Theorem 3 we construct a 
sequence { X » } , € N and prove that for all i € N we have inequality 
d ( x l + , , x 1 + 3 ) < qip(A(xtyxi+l)). 
We have to consider four different cases, depending on whether /(*.-) 6 X 
and whether f(x^i) € X. 
QasjLL / ( * , ) € X and / ( x , + 1 ) € X. 
In this case we have 
< * ( x i + 1 , x i + 2 ) < s P ( A ( x t + l , x l + a ) ) = <f(A(f(xt)J(x1+l))) < q^A^x^)). 
Hence, d ( x i + l t x i + a ) < g p ( / t ( x ; , x l + 1 ) ) . 
Case 8. /(*,-) € X and / ( x 1 + l ) * X . 
In this case ip[A(x^ttxM)) + rf(xl+3,/(x1+1)) < V>M(Z,+I, / (XH.I))) . 
Hence, o*(x< + 1 ,x 1 + 2 ) < <p(A(xl+uxl+7)) < <p(A(xt+u/(xi+i))) < 
q<p(A{xuXi+x)y 
Case ft /(*,-) ļ X and / ( x . + 1 ) * X. 
Similarly, as in proof of Theorem 3 we conclude that such case is not possible. 
Case I f(Xi) #X and / ( x i + 1 ) € X. 
From the existence of reflector we have that 
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< - t * * i . / ( * . - » + < < n > , + I l / ( x O ) + 
^(AUix^Kx^))) < < / (* l + l , / ( *<) ) + w(A(*i>**x)) < ^(A(xiyx^)). 
Hence, rf(xi+l,i^a) < qv(A(xiyXi+x)y 
Thus, in all cases we have <f(x l + i , x .+ a ) < q^(A(xt)). Again, by induction 
we can show tha t for all i € N we have tp(A(zi)) < flV(<A(*o))» tha t 
{ * i } « e N is a Cauchy sequence. Since Y is complete and X is closed, the 
sequence { * . } , c N converges to x* € X , from where / ( x * ) = x* .0 
T h e o r e m 6 Let Y be a metric apace with distance d, 0 ± X CYlet X be 
a compact apace, and let J : X —> Y be a mapping, such that there exists 
asetOC X with f(0) C X and mappings A Y1 — PY, <p PY -» R 
which for all x . y £ X satisfy the following properties: 
/. *(A(f(x)J(y)))<v(A(x%y))t 
2. d(x,y)<v(A(x<y))> 
3. if f(x) i Xt then exists z € 0 with d ( x , / ( x ) ) + ?(A(x>z)) < 
V(A(xJ(x))) and<p(A[zJ{z))) < *(A(xtz))t 
I Vc € R + 3 * € R + Vw.to 6 X d(x,v) L d(y,w) < 6 = » | vK>4(x,y)) -
v(A(vtw)) \<e 
Then there exists x' € X , such that / (x*) = x\0 
Proo f . Let us define a function g X —» X by equalities g(x) = / ( x ) , 
if / ( x ) € X and o(x) = x, if f(x) i X (where z € O is a point, which exists 
due to the requirement 3). 
Similarly, as in proof of Theorem 4, we conclude that there exists x", € X, 
such that for all y e X we have <p(A{x\g(z*))) < v(A(yig(y))). We will 
show that necessarily / (x*) = x*. 
Let assume that f(x') = z ^ x\ If z € X, then v>(*(*.o( r ))) = 
*(A(zJ{z)) < <p(A(x\f{z*))) = vK^(x-,o(x*))), which contradicts the 
choice of x\ If z $ X , then o(x*) = x' € X , such tha t (p{A(z', aiz1))) = 
V>(*(x' , /(*'))) < viAix*^)) = ? (* (** .$ (*" ) ) ) . w l " c h contradicts 
the choice of x. Therefore / ( x * ) = x \ 0 
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D a i g a G r u n d m a n e . N e i n v a r i a n t u a t t ē l o j u m u n e k u s t ī g i e 
p u n k t i 
A n o t ā c i j a 
Dotajā darbā tiek definēti divi jauni saspiedēj at tēlojumu vispārinājumi. 
Šādiem vispārinātiem saspiedēj at tēlojumiem, izmantojot darbā [5] Ieviesto 
spoguļa jēdzienu, tiek pierādīti Ēdelšleina un Banana teorēmu vispārinājumi 
neinvarianttem attēlojumiem (t . i . , at tēlojumiem, kuriem definīcijas un vērt ību 
kopas var bū t dažādas). 
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CONSTRUCTION OF ALL EQUIVARIANT 
REALCOMPACT EXTENSIONS BY MEANS OF NETS 
V.G. Jevstigneyev 
Abstract Afl eqofvariaat reaJooflipact extensions of a Tyckonoff G-spacx sir constructed by 
means of nets. 
AMS Subject Classification: 54D60 
In [1] we developed a method allowing to construct all compact extension* of a Tychonoff ipece 
by menu of nets. In [2] a liinilar method was applied to constrcct all realcompact extensions. 
Partner, in [3] nets were used for construction cf eqaivariant compactiiications. Therefore, it seems 
natural to consider the possibility to use nets for cons traction of eqaivariant realcompact extensions 
of a Tychonoff space X on which a group G continuously acts. 
Consider a d a n of functions I ^ S # c Cm where C* Is the family of all real-valneM functions on 
a Tychoaoff space X. A net {xa} C X will be called an 5* -net if for every / € S* there exists 
lim/(x„). In [3] it is proved that a Tychonoff space is realcompact i f every C*-net ix it converges. 
It follows from here that a space is realcompact if every S*-net in it contains a convergent subnet. 
Given a topological group G, a space X ia called a.G-epace if G is continuously acting on X, 
Le. if there eiista a continueM mapping p : G * X -» X such that p(t , x) = x, y(K «x)) = 
= v(*' x € Xt ht g € G and e is the anity of the group G. We shall say that 
Y is an eqoivariaat realcompact extension, (or an eqnivariaat realcompactification) of a space Xx 
if V is a realcompact space containing X as a dense subset and the given mapping ip-'GnX -> X 
can be continuously extended to a mapping Ģ:G xY -*Y with the above mentioned properties. 
Theorem 1 Every equivariani realtompact extension Y of a G-space X can be constructed hp 
means of nets. 
Proof Consider a space Ys*, whose points are S*-nete in the spsce X where S* « {/ | X 
f € Cm(Y)Y Two S'N-nets {x„} and {xi} will be identified, if for every / € S* it holds 
lim/(x») « l i m / ( x i ) . Let >V be endowed with a topology inch that a net {y a} C Ys* converges 
to a point y € Y?* if aid only if there exists 1im» liraj f(xaj) and if moreover lira* lima f(xg,j) a 
lim^/fx.,) where y a « V - {x T} are -nets. We shall show that the equality Y •* r j -
holds. 
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If y = {xa\ is an S*-net, then for every / 6 C*(V) there exists l im/(x f t ) and, according 
to the daracteriatic property of real compart spaces, {x a } converges in V to a point y. The 
mapping {xa} y is a homeomorphiam from r j - onto V, which is identical on points of X. 
We define an action of a gronp G on a space Ys« by setting g>y = {^(xB)} for a point y = {r„} € 
Ys*. Since Y is eqnivnriant, it follows that a mapping y -* gyt y € Y\ is continuous for any fixed 
0 € G. Hence, yx a converges to g • y in Y and for any / € S* there exists lira* / • g(x*) = / • gy. 
Therefore, {gxa} is an 5*-net If {x«} and {xj} are equivalent S '-nets, then for every / € 5* 
the composition fog belongs to 5*. Hence, linio f{g(xa)) = limj/(y(xi)) and the nets {y r a } 
and foxj} are also 5*- equivalent This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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V. Jevstignejevs: Visu ekvivariantu rcāLkonipaklu paplašinājumu 
KODSIRUEŠAOA ar vispārinātam virknēm. 
Anotācija. Tiek izstrādāta metode, kas ļauj konstruēt dotajai G'-Lclpai X visus 
ekvrvariantus paplašinājumus ar vispārināti!: virknēm. 
BT. EBCTKTHeCB: IlOCTpOCHHC BCCX 3KBHftapHaHTHbIX BCU1CCTBCHHO 
KOMnajcTHUX pacnmpCHHH M e r o j i o M HaiipanjieiiKocreA 
A N H A R A I M A . . n p e j i n a r a e T C J ! M e r o a nocrpoemiji B c e x Be me e r e H HO KOMnaKTHwx 
pacuiHpeHHfl jtaHHoro npocrpaucTBa c n o M o m b i o Hanpau/ieHHOcreA. 
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ISOGEOMETRIC INTERPOLATION 
BY RATIONAL CUBIC SPLINES 
Sergey Krivosheyev 
Summary. The problem of interpolation by cubic rational splines with 
preserving of such geometrical properties as monotonicity and convexity is 
considered in this paper. W e obtain sufficient conditions on parametrs of spline 
to provide the isogeometric interpolation. The received results are tested on 
examples. 
AMS Subject Classification: 65D07 
0 . Introduction. 
In many practical situations it is necessary to approximate a function / 
with given values 
at interpolating points x, of a grid A:a = x 0 < x , < . <xH =b by splines with a 
similar goometric structure (see e. g. [2], [4], [5], [8], [9], [11], [12], [13], [14]). 
We deno(e by 
the first and second divided differences (here / » . = x , + l - x , , > = 0 , / i - I ) . The 
Initial data are called increasing, if A , > 0 , and decreasing, if A , > 0 for 
(D 
i = 0,n-\ 
1 = 1 / 1 - 1 
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/ = O . / i - l . Increasing or decreasing data are called monotone. The initial data 
(1) are called convex, if 6, < 0. and concave, rf St > 0, for / = 
The problem of isogeometric interpolation consists of construction of an 
interpolational spline, which preserves monotonicity and convexity of initial 
data. It is known (see [6], [7], [10]), that rational splines offer good possibilities 
for the solution of this problem. The present work is devoted to the study of 
geometrical properties of rational cubic splines, defined in [1]. The authors of 
[1] have introduced into a structure of a cubic spline parameters to operate the 
qualitative behaviour of the received curve. The purpose of the present paper 
is to obtain sufficient conditions on parameters of rational cubic splines from [1] 
to provide the isogeometric interpolation. 
1. About rational cubic splines 
By a rational cubic spline is called a function seC2[atb]t which on each 
interval has a representation 
where / = * ~ *' and -\< p,t i = īnt are given numbers. 
K 
The rational cubic spline is an interpolation for a function f [a,b]-> R, if 
j (x , ) = / ,i = Ķnt w h e r e / , = / ( * , ) . < 3 ) 
To define an interpolation rational cubic spline uniquely we consider the 
following boundary condition: 
*'(*•> = / / *=°>» W 
From the interpolation conditions (3) it follows, that zļ 
A, +C, = / M . Then 
In [1] the construction of a rational cubic spline is reduced to calculation 
of the values of the first order derivative at points xt. Let us design m, = s'(x,), 
then 
r .-O + P. X/*. - / ) + 4 " . + ( 2 + f t v m « 
(2 + | t f - I 
n (3 + flXA,-/)-^,-<2 + p t ) t a ( 5 ) 
(2 + />,) 2-l 
For the calculation of m, in [1] the system: 
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= <17,M(3 + A - , ) A ( - , + P , / > 1 ( 3 + A ) A , ' " ' 
is given vyhere A , ) ' p, = l - ^ ( ^, = 3 * \ t P ' . 
(2-*-/'.) 
By analogy, using M , = * " ( * , ) . we find 
For the calculation of M, get the system 
(2 + / ' . X . W + e ^ , = 2 ^ ^ 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
where O, = —: . 
Z7, + 3p, +3 
Existence and uniqueness of the solutions of the systems (6) and (8), 
are provided by the dominant main diagonal of the matrixes of those systems. 
2. About the values of the derivatives of spline at the 
points of interpolation. 
The study of the signs of the first and second order derivatives of an 
interpolation spline is reduced to the analysis of the sings of the derivatives at 
the interpolating points. This analysis is based on the following result [10]. 
Lemma 1 . Let the coefficients of a system of linear algebraic equations 
onzn + hn:t = Jn 
(9) r,_, + 0 , 2 , + b,ztll - dt , 1 = l 
satisfy the conditions 
a ļ > 0 , / = Ō 7 w > c, £ 0 , bt £ 0 , at > bt +ct> i = \,n- 1, 
b0 < — c H < — 
c, + A, cH_x + Aa., 
1* . c,</ 1 - r — 
If dt — — — L - L ^ 0, / = 0,/>, M n x 
4 9 
(here c, = b, = </., = d„, = 0; o_, = o„, = l J, tfien toe system (9) is solvable and 
2 , i 0 , i = 0,n. 
Similarly, if < / , - — - — s O , i = Ķn then the system (9) is 
solvable and : , s O , for a// / = 0,n 
The following theorems contain the conditions on parameter p , sufficient 
to preserve a sign of the derivatives of an interpolation spline at points. 
Theorem 1 . Let a rational cubic spline s (2), interpolates growing 
(decreasing) data and satisfy the boundary conditions (4) with / , ' , / „ ' > 0 
(/:,/: <0). If 
ft-a^-t,^-, 
f/7er» m, žO ,(»i, i O ) , / ' = L n - l . . 
Proof. For the proof we consider the case of growing data. By Lemma 1 
the solution m,, i = Ķn , of the system (6) is nonnegative, if for coefficients of 
this system the inequality (10) is true, that is 
* , . i " ( 2 + ft) + ^,.i".i(2 + ft.i) 
y - , < * - J ' - P + P - , ) A , . 1 + / ' - * - , ( 3 + ft-,)A,„) ^ 0 
.(2 + A . , ) + ^ . , ' m ( 2 + P . - i ) 
W e transform the last inequality as follows: 
+ **fĒ±L& Mef^O + P^,., ) + 
+xp ( o + p u KA-iO*p,-I^ M.-S.-fO + p,,)^) x 
, , - U « . , J ,., X ^ P ^ p ^ M M ^ P ^ i * ^ , V + P») + M^,V + PnY 
Because of 
^ > 0 a n d * M W + P.K. s l ± i t A i 
^.. .1(2 + f t ) + ^ . . ( 2 + /»,.,) 2 + p , 
it is enough to require 
(3 + „ , ) A , ^ A , + f ± ^ A w 
2 + p, 2 + p,„ 
(3 + p , _ , ) A , , 2 l l ^ A , . J + i ^ L A . 1 
2 + p , . j 2 + p , 
Taking into account, that 3 + s 2 for D > - 1 , these inequalities will be 
2 + f t 
valid if 
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(3 + p j ) A 1 ^ 2 ( A J + A | i l ) 
(3 + A _ 1 ) A i „ l ^ 2 ( A ^ + A i _ 1 ) 
or (in equivalent form) 
Pi * 
^ - 1 
-1 
A, 
A,-i 
Thus, by the conditions 
A m 
A * m a x ļ ^ - l t - ^ - l J , i = 1 / 1 - 2 1 ^ . ^ ^ - - 3 . P ^ f — * 
we guarantee that ^ 0 , for all i = Ķn. • 
Theorem 2. Lef a rational cubic spline s (2) interpolates convex 
downwards (upwards) data (3) and satisfys the boundary conditions (4). If 
p, £ max 
P% * 
, / = l , / i - 2 
4 ( A 0 - / ; ) 
V . _ 
then MtžO (M, <; 0 ) , for all i = 0,/J 
Proof. In the proof we consider convex downwards data. By Lemma 1 
the solution M,, i = Ķn of the system (8) is nonnegative, if the coefficients of 
this system satisfy the condition (10), that is 
(12) 
2S 
Taking into account, that X, + / J , = 1, we transform the last inequality 
- * 0 . 
* # ( * ' ^ . ( 2 + A . . > a . . + / « ^ . ( 2 + A ) a 
Because of 
OA* 
•) + M.(S, 
Q>0 and 
^ i ( 2 + / » , . , ) f t . , + ^ i ( 2 + P i ) e . .2 + P . 
it is enough to require 
+ A - i » m + / « . . i < 2 + A-i>G-i 
) 2 0 
^ . ( 2 + P . ) 
^ • i ( 2 + P m ) 
Those inequalities will be executed, if 
pt 2 mix - - 2 . - 2 
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3. Monotony and convexity of Interpolationa! rational 
splines. 
Theorem 3 . For a rational spHne s (2)-(3)-(4) we have: 
1)if mtžO and Kit z 0, the spline s is increasing and concave; 
2) if m, ^ 0 and M, z 0, the spline s is decreasing and concave; 
3) if mt ^ 0 and AY, ^ 0, me spline s is increasing and convex; 
4) if mt<0 and Mt^0, the spline s is decreasing and convex ; 
Proof. W e prove only the first statement. If Mt ^ 0 , then C, £ 0 and 
£ 0 by virtue of (7). Taking into account, that for / €[0,l] 
2 # » 1 , ( l - / ) 1 - 6 / i I ( I + p l X l « r ) + 6(J + A ) l ^ 0 
we receive sn^0. It means, that the derivative s' increases. Taking into 
account also that m, * 0 we conclude that the spline s is increasing and 
concave. 
The following final result (Theorem 4) is a corollary of the proven 
Thoorems 1-3. 
Theorem 4: Let a rational spline s (2)-{3)-(4) interpolates the increasing 
(decreasing) and convex (concave) data. If the parameters pt satisfy the 
conditions (11) and (12)\ then the spline s is increasing (decreasing) and 
convex (concave), too. 
4 . Examples. 
W e consider two test examples: 
2 ) / , ( * ) = 1 - ^ ( 2 ^ ) 
The interpolation cubic spline Sk and the cubic rational spline. sk for the 
function k = U are constructed. The graphs of them you can see at the 
figures 1 and 2 correspondingly: 
a) the graph of the function fk\ 
b) the graph of the cubic spline 5k; 
c) the graph of the rational cubic spline st. 
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<L KpHBoujeee, MAORBOMERROMMECICAA HHTERXTOMTUIW PAIIMOHANBHBIMM 
KV6WH€CKMMH c n n a f t H a M H . 
AHHOTAIIHW. B paooTo PACEMaTpHBaeTcn AAAAXA MHTEPNOMIIĻMM 
PAL^HOHanbHbiMM KY6IRN6CKMMM CNNAMHAMM C COXPANEHIRIEM REOMERRPWMECICMX 
CB0MCTB MCXQAHBLX ADHHBJX. OOOCHOBaH BBLDOP N A P A M 6 T P O B , 
OOECNEMNAAIOIUMM P E W E H U E PACEUATPUBaeuoM AAAANM M3CXBOMOTPMM6CKOM 
MHTopnoiiflLļMM. NPEANCOKEHHUM ANROPMTM PEAXIHSOBAH HA TECROBBIX 
N P U M E P A X . 
yf lK517. 
S. Krivoseievs. (zoaeornetriska interpolācija AR racionāliem kubiskiem 
s p l a i n i e m . 
Anotācija. Darba ir apskatīto uzdevums p a r izejas datu interpolēšanu ar 
monotonitates un izliekuma īpašību saglabāšanu. Lai to atrisinātu ,tika izmantoti 
racionālie kubiskie splaini. Darba ir pamatota splaina parametru izvēle, kas 
nodrošina izoģeometrisko imerpotficiju. Piedāvātais algoritms ir realizēts un 
izmēģināts testa uzdevumos. 
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O n e x i s t e n c e o f a s o l u t i o n 
t o t h e b o u n d a r y v a l u e p r o b l e m 
for f u n c t i o n a l - d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n 
V.ponoinarev 
S u m m a r y . Condition tor the existence of a solution to a boundary value 
problem for functional-differential equation are given. 
MSG 34K10 
Consider boundary value problems 
x' = Fx+Fo*< (1) 
Lx = r, (2) 
*' « Fx, (3) 
Lx = 0, (4) 
where F, F0 AC(l,!T) — L ( / , / r ) , L AC{l,iT) - * /P\ r G » € 
{ 1 , 2 . . . . } . / = [a , t ] , - o o < a < b < oo, / , /**) the space of absolutely 
continuous functions x I —> /f" with a norm 
= i » ( « ) i + j \ , • ( . ) i 
/ , ( / , /f) the rfpace of Lebesque-integrable functions y I —* Rn with a norm 
l lyi l = [ I » ( * ) I 
where | x | = m a j { | x% |: i € ( 1 , 2 , . . . , 1 i } ) the norm in /{". 
1. We suppose in the sequel that the BVP ha>s a unique solution, the 
trivial one. 
Solutions of the problem (1), (2); (3), (4) are identical with solutions of 
the equations 
x(t) = £ (Fx)(s)ds + j f (FQz)(*)d* + Lx + x(a) - r, 
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x{t) = j f (Fx)(s)ds + Lx + x (a ) , 
respectively. 
Define the operators B,B0 AC(l,fC) — v4C(7 , /T ) , A [0,1] x 
AC{7, fT) AC{I, bV) as follows: 
(Bx)(t) = j f (Fx)(s)ds + Lx + x(a)y 
( 4 * ) ( 0 - £{Fz)[*)d3-rf 
/ t ( A , x ) = 0 x + A 0 o x . 
Tie problem (3), (4) can be written as 
x = Bx, 
and the problem (1,2) as 
x = Bx + a 0 x . 
Pint we show that there exists /i € (l>oo) such that for any solution 
i> of the equation 
x = 4 ( A , x ) , 0 < A < 1 (5) 
an estimate 
\\v\U < / i A | | f l o H U c (6) 
is valid. 
Suppose the contrary is true. Then one can find «t sequence t>n, n — 1,2,... 
of nontrivial solution of the equation (5), and A n i n = 1,2,... such tha t 
\K\\AC> nK\\B0v^\\AC 
h m — - — n — ' l f n ~ = U. ( 7 ) 
[\VH\\AC " - " 0 » 
11. Suppose that the operators B and Bo are completely continuous, and 
B is also homogeneous. 
The equation (5) implies 
VN Bvn XnB<)VN \\VN\\AC \\»n\\AC \\VH\\AC 
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and, letting v,\ = \\JļļAC» n = U 2 , o n e obtains 
vn = flv« + . 8 
IKIUc 
Since B is completely continuous, it maps the bounded set 
l l V N|Uc 
into compact . Hence one can choose a subsequence i>*^ , k = 1 , 2 , f r o m the 
s e q u e n c e ^ , n = 1 , 2 , w h i c h converge? to vo € AC(Iy fCi)y and Ht'oH^c = 1-
Passing to the limit in (8) , we have VQ = Bv0, in view of (7), which 
contradicts the uniqueness of a solution to the problem (3), (4). 
We prove now an a priori est imate. 
III. Suppose that the inequality 
| | * x | U c < / o + *IWIiic. 
is true, where / 0 , k € [0, oo). 
Then we get from (6) that 
\\v\\AC < fiX\\Bov\\ < >iA/o + it\k\\v\\AC < MA/o + pA(* + \)M\AC 
Hence 
I, I, ^ / W O 
l | u | U c 5 ( i - ^ x t + i ) -
IV. Let for some Jfco € (0, oo) such that. 
* ( l - / i A ) ( * + l ) 
the condition 
\\Bx\\Ac<ka, \\x\\AC = ko 
be fulfilled. 
We get now the existence of a solution to the problem, by application of 
the method of Leray-Schauder (cfr. [1], v.5.37.6, p.298). 
Thus, a theorem is proved. 
T h e o r e m . 1 Let conditions IAV hold. Then there exists a solution to the 
problem (1), (2). 
Remark. Th is note sharpens the results in [2] and generalizes the results 
ia [3]. 
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V.Ponomarevfl. Funkcionāla diferenciālvienādojuma robež problem as atr is inājuma 
eksistence. 
A n o t ā c i j a . Tiek doti atrisinājuma eksistences nosacījumi funkcionāla 
diferenciālvienādojuma robežproblēmai. 
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O N w B - C O M P A C T S P A C E S 
A . SONDORR 
S l ' M N l . V R Y I Ķ a »J } -compact space w c call a ropologicnl spnee each cover o f 
which fry open sets with boundaries, whose cardinalities arc less than or equal to some 
lived cardinal n u m t v r k_ contains a finite subeover. In this paper are studied basic 
properties o f icH-compact spaces and some relations ot these spaces to other classes of 
topological spaces. 
KLvY WORDS: compactness. »cB-compaclncss. IB -compactness , clp-
compuctness. I lausdorffncss. K B - 1 lausdorlVhcss. I B - l lausdoi ffness. 
1991 MSC 54D30. 54D20, 54A25 
This work is one in a scries of papers where wc study compactness 
type topological properties which arc defined b> special open covers. 
Namely, here wc are interested in those spaces each cover of which, 
consisting ot open sels with boundaries whose cardinalities do not exceed ; 
given cardinal k. has a linile subcovcr The. spaces will be relerred to as 
kB-compacl. In particular, in case K 0 u c conic lo the notion of dp-compact 
space (sec the article | 4 | i . Wc study also spaces each open cover of which 
consisting of se t s with finite boundaries has a finite subcover In the sequel 
such spaces will be cal led fm»tc-boundar\ compact or Hi-compact for short. 
Wc consider « k o the concept o f the so called kB-lIausdorlTness 
which in the context ol xB-compacl spaces plays a role similar to the role of 
l : spaces in llic classic ihcoiv of compact spaces Besides wc mention here 
the related properties of K B - T , . icB-rcgulaiit>. icB-iiornuility and locally K B -
compactness. 
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I . BASIC PROPERTIES OF KB-COMPACT SPACES 
Given a set A in a topological space A", let yy(A) or just }{A ) denote 
the corresponding boundary. 
(1.1) Definition. A topological space A' is called KB - compac t if every 
its cover [U,:i e / | . all elements of which are open sets such that [y^U^s 
K . contains a finite subcovcr. A topological space A* is called FB-compact if 
every its open cover consisting ol sets with finite boundaries contains a finite 
suhcover. 
In a natural way concepts of KB-countably compact, FB-countublv 
compact. KB -1 jndclftf. FH-LindeloT. etc. can be introduced. 
The following assertion shows some obvious relations of the 
introduced notions to other classes of topological spaces. 
(1.2) Assertion. Fvery compact space is FB-compact and KB - compac t 
for any cardinal K . If K , " K2 then a KjB -compac t space is also K,B -coinpact . 
Every xB-eompact space for any cardinal K is FB-compact and every FB-
compact space is cip-compact. 
No opposite implication holds: 
(1.3) Example. If K C . then the plane R" is a non-compact FB-
compact space but fails to be XJVcompuct. On the other hand the real tine 
R is not even FB-compact. Furthermore, given two cardinals K» and ic2 such 
that K2 one can construct a KļB - compac l space which tails to be K 2 B -
compact. 
From the definition one can imagine that there exists a certain analogy 
in the behaviour of compactness, FB-compactness and icB-compactness in 
different situations. We shall say more about litis in ihe sequel. We start 
with one condition vJien icB-compactncss and compactness become 
equivalent. 
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(1.4) Assert ion. If even* point x of a space .V has a base 
ihlUt'.i el), all elements of which are open sets such that j ^ ( L / j ^ K 
( \ y j V t n c n t n e space .V is KB -compact (rcsp. FB-compact ) iff it is 
compact. 
(1.5) Example. The metric hedgehog J 0 , a < K 0 i s a compact space. If 
o ^ X 0 then the hedgehog J c is not compact and is not KB-compact for k £ X w 
biit it remains an FB-compact space. Observe that for any a for every point 
of hedgehog J a there exists a base of open subsets with boundaries whose 
cardinalities do not exceed a . 
(1 .6) Example. For every o the quotient hedgehog J 0 is a FB-compact 
space, but if r r > K 0 . this space is not KB -compac t tor k > X 0 . 
Generalising this example we come to a more general construction 
allowing to get new KB -compac t and FB-compact spaces from old ones. 
(1 .7) Construct ion, Let Xa .a^A (where A is a finite set) be K B -
compact spaces and ussumc that in each space Xa there exists a point 
xa c X a n a v m & a neighbourhood Ua such that j y x ( \ J a j ^ K . Let Z=(bXa i 
denote the quotient space under equivalence relation x^-x^ for each cupeA. 
The space Z is also KB -compact . In case of FB-compact spaces the same 
construction leads to an FB-compact space for any index set^l. 
(1.8) Proposition. A topological space A' is countably compact tfTit is 
countably K 0B-compact. 
Proof. Assume, on the contrary, that A' is countably X 0 B-compact but 
fails to be countably compact. Then there exists a countable closed discrete 
set A-"{u = .}. Let us construct new sets U{ = A ' \{atj ; = l £ i } for 
/=1,2 It is clean that these new sets are open with countable boundaries 
and make a countable cover of A' which has no finite subcovcrs. 
On die other hand a countably compact space is countably KoB-
compact. 
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It is natural to call a subset A / of a space A* K H - compac t if each cover 
\t . / ' e / J of A /.all elements of which arcopen sets in the space A' with 
| / v ^ ' j ^ " K - n a s a līnitc subeover In a similar way one can define F B -
compacl sublets. 
(l.V) Proposit ion, l o r any cardinal K if a topological space A" is K B -
compact (FB-compact) and A/ is its closed subset such that ( A / > < K (resp. 
\yx ( A / ) j <N 0 ) - then A/ is KB-compact (rcsp FB-compacņ subset of A'. 
Frivol can be easily done patterned after its classical analogue. 
(1.10) Proposit ion. If A/ i s a KB-compact (FB-compact) subspace of 
A' then M is also a KB-compact (rcsp. FB-compact) subset of A". 
Proof follows from the next easily verifiable lemma. 
(1. 11) U m m a . [f Y is the subspace of A' and AaX then 
(1.12) Proposi t ion. A finite union of KB-compact (FB-compact) 
subsets of a given space A'is a icB-compact (resp. FB-compact) subset. 
Recall that a system i {lT :i el) is said to have a finite intersection 
property if every finite intersection of sets from i is mm-cmpty. i. e 
A, n . r v f * 0 for evcr\ finite tamilv [A — I } ot\;. 
(1.13) Proposition. A topological space is KB-compact tresp. FB-
compact) if and only if every system n-{(; -'.i ^ / } . all elements of which are 
closed sets such that \y{(.: t)\<Jt (rcsp. | v ( ( " ^ ļ - which has the 
finite intersection property has the non-empty intersection 
Proof. Since the boundary of a set U in the space A' coincide* with the 
boundary of its complement A- U this proposition can be proved similarly as 
the classical characterisation of compactness by systems of closed sets with 
finite intersection property. 
Since the boundary of the intersection of two sets is contained in the 
union, of boundaries of these sets one can easily get the following 
modification of the previous proposition: 
(1.14) Proposit ion. A topological space is KB-compact (resp. FB-
compact) iff every system {I^jeI} of its non-empty closed subsets 
having \y(Ut)<K (resp. | / ( { / , ] | , : : N a ) which is invariant under finite 
intersections, has non-empty intersection. 
(1.15) Proposit ion. Let ) be a continuous image of a KB-compact 
(FB-compact) space A' under a mapping f such that / l(v)j<K (resp. 
! / ~ ' 0 ' ) ļ ' N 0 ) for each point ye\\ then Y is KB-compact (resp. FB-compact). 
too. 
Proof. Notice firstly that / \\) f'x{V\cf \im V) for every subset J ' o f } ' 
Therefore, under assumption of the proposition the preimage of any subset I 
of >' such that \YXO )1<K. has also a boundar>a in the space A" whose 
cardinality do not exceed K. 
Now the pn>of of the proposition can I K eusily done patterned alter 
the pr(H>fof its classical prototype. 
(l.K») Proposition. If a topological space ) is KB -compact (FB-
compact) and /is a mapping from a space A" into \ with the following 
properties: 
(1) / is closed and open; 
(2) for every point y G Y the preimage f~l(y) is a Jfefl-compact 
(resp. /B-compact) subset of X\ 
then tke space X is &£-compact (resp. FB-compact), too. 
Proof. Notice firstly that since / is a closed and open mapping 
it holds 
W ) \ I * m = f(0) \Int f(U) C f(0\IntU) 
for every subset Ū of X. Let U = {f/. t G / } be a system of 
nonempty closed subsets of X snch that | [< * 
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LctJlVFlfiiU.yU. ell). Then obviously / I i ) is a system of closed 
subsets of Fsuch that also \yTf(Ut)\<Kf and f(1i) has ihc finite intersection 
property. Therefore r\j(U)*0. 
Then there exists a point y0ersi\ l). J lence for each i el: 
f ^(VoY^Ui *® Taking in account lhat U is invariant under finite 
intersections and f l(y0) is a K B - c o m p a c t subset of X we conclude that 
there exists also a point x e.c\{f~\yjr\V.:i eJ}czr\U. 
The case of FB-compact situation can be proved in a similar way. 
As we can see in the paper [4] the property of cip-compactncss is 
not multiplicative. Wc obtained some positive results about products of 
K B - c o m p a c t spaces in special situations ( see Propositions (1.18) and 
(1.19)). We start with the following lemma: 
(1.17) Lemma. If X is locally connected, AczX*Y is a closed 
subset with compact boundary and p is the projection p.XxY >X% then 
Proof. Let aeyY(p(A))t a € p(y xr(A)) and lake a connected 
neighbourhood Ua of a in X. Further, let V[ = UM x Y and Ya ={a}*Y 
Since a £p(yx„T (A)) it follows lhat Ym r\ A = 0 Since a e yx(p(A)) it 
follows that Ufmr\A*Q. Choose a point (xo,yo) eU'a n> A Moreover, 
since X j r * r ( / 0 i s compact this point can be chosen in such a way that 
Now let Z =(X x {yo}y^(J'e and W Ari/.. From the construction it is 
clear, that 2 is connected, W is a clopen set in / . (since y Z(A r\ /) = 0 ), 
(a\yJ*rV and (x0\y0)eW The obtained contradiction completer the 
proof. 
(1.18) Proposit ion. If A' is a locally connected FB-compact T r 
spacc, Y is a FB-compact Tļ-spacc then the product A'xFis FB-corupacl. 
Proof Let -[V,:/' el) be a system of non-empty closed subsets of 
XxY with finite boundaries which is invariant under finite intersections. 
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Lcl H={p{lJiķUļ eU} where p is the projection p: XxY->X. From Lemma 
1.17 follows that piYxnjWi))^ YxWVi)) and taking into account that 
obviously yx(A)czyx(A) for every set A and that Yx^rW^i)) i s finite, it 
follows that yx<jtU~$czpfyXaT(U,))-/<r*.rW»- T n u s a system of 
closed sets with finite boundaries in X satisfying the finite intersection 
property. Since X is FB-compact r\jA[U)*&t i. c. there exists a point 
x . € o ^ ) ; l c t / > { * „ } x y 
Further, let V = {Uin>Y0:Ut e t / } . It is easy to note that j^is a system 
of non-empty closed sets in Y0 with finite boundaries and which is 
invariant under finite intersections. Since Ym is homeomorphic to Y, it is 
FB-compact and hence n V * 0 . Let y0 en^V^ eV). It is clear that the 
point (x0;y0)er\{Ui:Ui e U } * 0 and hence by Proposition 1.14. XxY is 
FB-compact. 
The proof of this proposition can not be extended to the case of K B -
compactness for K £ K 0 because we can not maintain that sets of the system 
$ have finite boundaries. 
(1.19) Proposition. The product of compact and a KB-compact (FB-
compact) space is KB -compact for every K (resp. FB-compact). 
Proof. Assume that X is a compact space and / is a KB-compact 
space for some cardinal K . Then the projection pr: XxY->Y being a 
projection along a compact space is a closed mapping. Besides, all 
preimages of points under it arc homeomorphic to the compact space X 
Now the conclusion follows directly from Proposition 1.16. 
2. KB-SEPARATION p r o p e r t i e s 
In this section we examine the modified separation properties: K B -
T l ( K B - T : , KB-regular and KB-normal spaces. 
(2.1) Definition. A topological space is called K B - T , if for any two 
different points x and y there exist open neighbourhoods Ax (y£ Ax ) or By 
( x * By) of these points with conditions that I J ^ , ) ) * * and ^ ( B ^ K . 
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Oi\e can easily see that K B - T , and T, aie equal concepts. Nevertheless 
wc introduced this concept lor the sake O F completeness O F our scheme. In 
particular in Proposition 1.18 wc could U S C K B - T , instead of Tļ 
( 2 . 2 ) Definition. A topological space A' is called KB -1 lausdorlY (FB-
HausdorfO if for any two different points .v and y there exist disjoint open 
neighbourhoods At and BX O F these points with conditions that [yx(Axi<K 
aud JABJ<K ucsp . >yY(AJ< X 0 and [yAHJC K*). 
It is clear that c\cry KB-IIausdoiff space is IlausdorlT. A Ilausdorff 
space is not always KB-Ilausdorff (for example, a plane is not K B - I lausdorlY 
if K - c ) . Obviously. KB-Hausdorffness is hereditary, but fails to be 
multiplicative (a plane is u p n K l u c t OF a real line which is AN N l VB-i lausdorlY 
space, and e\en IB-IIausdorlT). 
( 2 . 3 ) Example. We can remark that both hedgehogs J a ( s e e 0 ^nd 
(1.6)) arc FB-I lausdorlY and hence K B - I lausdorff for any cardinal K. 
( 2 . 4 ) Proposi t ion. A kB-compact (resp. FB-compact) subset of a K B -
HausdorH (resp. FB-I lausdorlY) space is closed. 
Proof. Wc consider the case of k'B-sJtuation. Let A be a KB-compact 
subset of a KB-1 lausdorlY space A" and let x&i. By KB-MausdorlYncss O F .V 
in this space for each point yeA there exists an open neighbourhood I such 
that | / . v ( f - ^ ^ K and an open neigh BOURLUXKJ ' / FOR a point x such that 
| r A - < R / > | < K w i t h Hyr\ V;~<d 
Thus the system yeA\ is an open cover of the KB-compact 
subset A and all elements of this cover have boundaries of restricted 
cardinalitv in A*. Therefore one can choose A finite subeover 
iUy,-i = 'l «! 
Let r be the intersection of corresponding system {I / = I,--
Clear, lhat r is an open neighbourhood O F .r and this set does not intersect 
with the union of the system and moreoxei with the set A. 
As a result for each x&A there exists AN OPEN set / which contains x but 
does not intersect A. i. e. A is A closed set O F A" 
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(2.5) Definition. A topological space is called KB - rcgu la r if for even, 
point x and a closed set St such that \y ( A / ) [ < K and xeSf there exist disjoint 
open neighbourhoods L\ and ( \ f such that \y \ l \ )<k and \y (f; , R ) < K . 
As for dp-situation (see [5]) we c a n extend the notion of a normality 
to Kft-sitiiation» too. 
(2.6) Definition. A topological space is called KB -normal if e v e n - pair 
of disjoint closed sets A and H such that \y (A )<K and y(H)<K can be 
separated by disjoint open neighbourhoods UA and UB such lhai \y(UA\<ic 
and y(Uri<K. 
Just in the same way FB-regularity and l ;B-normalit> are defined. 
It is clear, every a KB -normal K B - ' I ^ space is KB-rcgular . Now. some 
propositions similar to the classical case. 
(2.7) Proposition. Let )' be an open subset of a KB - rcgular (resp 1 I r ­
regular) space V such that v k() >:<K (resp. O ' ŗ K , ) and let xeY Then 
there exists an open neighbourhood i n .V such that ) ;<K (resp. 
N \ , ) and ( c ) It" for a point and each open set JciY that xeY 
there e an open neighbourhood fr of .v in Y such th: T ) . < K ( r e s p . 
N 0 and I \ <~ ) then A' is a vB-rcgulur (resp. IB-regular) space. 
l>rI_^J:. I c * r € * n n u " ' c t ^ - Y bt* nn arbitrary open subset with X(Y >< 
K . Then Y J is L closed set and in a wB-rcgul: ir space wc can separate and 
\ ) with open neighbourhoods f and I with boundaries of restricted 
'•'irdiuahlics U >s clour, that ) 
The coiivcr^ proposition also is liuhl. because the buundarv of the 
closure of a ^ct contained :n the boundary of the set 
J he p r o u i l o r I l i - H t u a l i o t i i s similar 
(2.8) Proposition. A kB-IFausdoriV nlJ-eompact space is KB -normal . 
A 1 I ' lhusdniii I K-tompael space is 1 B-tiormal. 
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Proof. Let M and jV be disjoint closed sets in a KB-compac t space X 
such that ļxjrW)!<K and \yx(Nj(<K. From Proposition 1.9 it follows that M 
and A r arc KB-compact subsets. Then from the proof of Proposition 2.4 we 
can conclude that for each point yeN there exists an open set U9 
containing the set M with | ^ ( X 7 , ) 1 < K and an open neighbourhood Vy o f the 
point y such that [ ^ ( r ^ i c , that U/y Vy^&. 
Obviously the system {Vy :yeN) is an open cover of the set N whose 
elements arc open sets such that |V (^^ )1<K in the space X. Therefore we 
can choose the finite subeover \Vyi: / = 1,... of N. 
Now, let F - u { K w : i = l,...,ii} and U^r\{Ufļ\i = l t . . . , » } . The sets V 
and U arc open disjoint neighbourhoods of the given sets M and N with 
boundaries of restricted cardinality and therefore A'is a K B - n o r m a l space. 
The case of FB-compact concept can be proved in a similar way. 
As a KB-Hausdorff space is also a K B - T J space then from the 
previous proposition follows immediately the next: 
(2.9) Proposition. A KB-HansdorfT KB-compac t space is KB-regula r . 
And as usually, a similar statement holds for FB-situation. 
3 . L O C A L L Y K B - C O M P A C T N E S S 
( 3 . 1 ) Definition. A topological space AT is called locally K B - c o m p a c t 
if for each x eX there exists an open neighbourhood Ut such that | V j r ( ^ ) ļ ^ 
K and UM is a KB-compact subset of A'. 
This concept is a known analogue of local compactness. In the next 
theorem a kind of AlexandrofTs KB-compactification is constructed for 
locally KB-compact space. 
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(3.2) Theorem. If a KB-HausdorfT space Afis locally tcB-compact but 
is not KB-compact then tbere exists a icB-HausdorfT KB-compact space 
X¥ = X*u{yt) containing X as a dense subspace. 
Proof. Let the open sets in the space Xw will be those which are 
open in the space X and also sets A*u{y/} where X\A is a closed KB-
compact subset with \yx(X\A ^<x in X. 
Firstly we show KB-compnetness of Xr Let U-iUfJe!) be a cover of 
X* with open sets in the space Xw such that ļ y y r ( f / / ) ļ<K. Then there 
exists i9 € / t h a t y e t ; , As i \ is an open set of Xw % then UĻ = / * u { y / } t 
where AVI is a KB-compact subset in A'such that \yx(X\A^K. Besides, It 
is also cover of the set XA with open sets such that |^((/.)1^K in the space 
X (sec Lemma LI I). Hence there exists a finite subcover {V^.^U^} of the 
KB-compact subset AVf Then the system {U^U^^.JJ^} is a finite 
subcover of #o f the spaceX w Thus Xw = A"yj{yr] is a KB-compact space. 
If we assume that A" is a closed subset of AT",then X*\X = {y/) is an 
open subset of Xw, but this contradicts the given assumption that A'is not 
a KB-compact subset. Therefore the closure of AT is AT". 
Finally, \vc show KB-FIausdorffness of X¥ If xjeX then these 
points can be sepacatcd in X by neighbourhoods with desired properties. It 
is easy to note that with the same sets we can separata these points in X* 
We need to show the situation when xeA" but y={v)- From the local K B -
compactness of X there exists an open neighbourhood UK of the point x 
such that VM (closure in X) is a icB-compacl subset of X and 
It is clear, that ļ / ^ r ( ( 7 ^ ) ļ ^ K . Then the set V *(X\UMyj{tf is an open 
subset o f A " and ļ r ^ C F j ķ i c . Obviously U,r\V=0. Hence Xw is a 
KB - 1 Iausdorff space. 
The opposite to the statement of Theorem 3,2 also holds: 
(33) Remark. If A' is a icB-HausdorfT KB-compact space then for 
each ace A'the space A,=A\{jr} is locally KB-compact 
This follows immediately from the next proposition. 
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(3 .4) Proposition. If Xis a KB -Hausdor f f KB - c o m p a c t space and Y is 
its open subset such that ļ / ^ ( y )|£K then Yis a locally KB - c o m p a c t subset. 
Proof. Let jr be an arbitrary point of Y. From Proposition 2.11 A* is a 
KB - r e g u l a r space, i. e. there exists an open neighbourhood ( \ of the point 
xsuch lhat ļy_ t(l7 t)J£K and Ut c / At last, Um is a KB - c o m p a c t subset (see 
Proposition 1.9). 
Results similar to the ones included in this section can be proved 
also for FB-case. 
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Impressions of the Council Meeting of the 
European Mathematical Society. 
Alexander Šostak 
On July 22*27, 1996 the second European Congress of Mathematics was held in 
Budapest. (Ilie previous, first European Congress of Mathematics took place in Paris, in 
1992.) Just before the Congress, on July 20-21 in the Institute of Mathematics of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, the meeting of the Council of the Kuropean 
Mathematical Society was held. I his meeting was of especial significance for the 
Mathematical community of Latvia, because at this meeting the 1 Viv ian Mathematical 
Society (LMS) was accepted as a corporate member of the Kuropean Mathematical Society 
(EMS). I had an honour to represent our society at this meeting by a request of the 
chairman of LMS, Professor 11 Wis Raitnms. Therefore, I should like to share here my 
impressions and recollections of this important event. 
t h e total number of delegates at the meeting w a s 62, some of whom represented national 
societies or institutional societies as corporate members, while others were individual 
members. Although the official opening of the meeting was on Saturday, July 20, the 
Council actually started its activities on Friday evening, when all present delegates were 
invited to a get-together party in a small restaurant located in the basement o f a house just 
opposite the bu i If ling of the Institute of Mathematics, there, in a cozy atmosphere, 
refreshing with wine and fortifying by light snack, the delegates had good opportunity to 
make ihem acquaintance and to discuss different subjects - mathematics, mathematical 
education, politics, standards of life, salaries, flowers, birds, food, etc., etc... 
As I already mentioned, the official opening of the meeting was on Saturday morning. 
At the beginning the president of the LMS, professor Jean-Pierre Bourguignon from 
France, welcomed the delegates and adtlresscd on them with not too long, but very 
saiurated speech. In this address the president, in particular, noted die main achievements 
o f the activity o f die LMS during the last 2 years (alter the previous meeting of the 
Council in August 19<J4 in Zurich) as well as touched most urgent, in his opinion, 
problems the Society will be having in the near future and the perspectives of its 
development. 
Ihe second item of the agenda was the cki l ion of new corporate, full ( national or 
regional) and institutional members. In addition to Latvian there were three more societies-
candidates: the Ural Mathematical Society, the Institute of Mathematics of the Academy 
of Sciences of Moldova and the Institute Non-Lincare de Nice (the last two pretended to 
be accepted as institutional members), The elections were organized in the following w a y : 
after a short presentation of the representative of a society-candidate, questions w e r e 
asked him by the delegates. (Ihese questions mainly concerned such subjects as the 
number of members in the society, how fully docs it represent the mathematical 
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community of the country, basic trends of maihematics being developed in the country or 
a region, publications etc.). Then the voting was held: its results were favourable for all 4 
candidates: all societies-candidates were accepted into EMS. In particular, Ihe Latvian 
Mathematical Society was accepted anonymously. When results of the voting were 
announced, Ihe participants of the meeting warmly congratulated the new accepted 
societies and their representatives by loud applause and invited them to participate in the 
further work of me meeting. 
The next point of agenda was Ihe election to the vacancies of the Executive Committee for 
the period 1997-2000 (In accordance to the EMS statutes, there was one vacancy for a 
vice-president and 4 seats for ordinary members). This procedure turned out to be much 
more stormy if compared with the previous ones, since not infrequently the opinions of 
different members essentially diverged. Therefore the president suggested to postpone me 
election till Sunday, and in the meanwhile to ask to study this question by the Nominating 
Committee with Prof. F. Hirzebruch as the chair. The Council agreed with this 
suggestion. In the result the procedure of elections continued on the next day when the 
delegates, taking into account the well-grounded proposal of the Nominating Committee, 
by voting elected A. Pelczar (Poland) as a vice-president and B. Branner (Denmark), M. 
Sanz-Sole (Spain), R Jchsch (Germany) and A. Vershik (Russia, St. Petersburg) as 
members. 
Among Items discussed by the Council were the accounts and auditor's reports, budget 
membership ices for the next iwo years and some other financial type questions. I h e s e 
questions, although of extreme significance for the I:MS, and its Council in particular, 
likely will not be of a large interest for our readers. Therefore, I si mil better linger here on 
the next quite vacuous item of ihe agenda: namely the reports of the Committees. There 
are more than a dozen Committees at the Council, having special areas of activities Here I 
shall lei I briefly about the activities of some of these committees. 
• Education of Mathematics. The Council noted a very large diversity in the level and 
qualify of education in different countries, regions and schools, and as a consequence 
of this, a tremendous diversity in mathematical knowledge and in experience of 
children and students. To remedy, to some cxlcut this drawback, the Council suggested 
to the Committee of Education to define the minimal knowledge in mathematics for 
children and young people at different age. Another suggestion of the Council was to 
work on some approaches allowing to present mathematics at school in a more 
attractive and lively way. 
• Publicity of tke EMS and Contacts with European Institutions. Certain work was done 
towards establishing relations of the EMS with various European Institutions (European 
Parliament Ministries of European A flairs, etc.) It was pointed out that contacts have to 
be established at the political level in all European countries. 
• Support of East-European Mathematicians. In the last two years the activities of the 
committee were mainly directed to the following two goals: 1) to find finance which 
would allow to cover travel expenses to the European Congress of Mathematics and to 
its Satellite Conferences for mathematicians from East-European countries (local 
expenses in most cases were covered by the organizers) and 2) to support satellite 
conferences to European Congress of Mathematics. A s the result 16 satellite 
conferences were supported with a budget of ECU 11000. A new programme accepted 
at the meeting, in addition to sponsoring travel expenses for organizers of conferences 
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includes also the so called "new library scheme" which foresees to find help for 
libraries in East-European universities for subscribing journals, to get them at the price 
of production costs. 
• European Mathematical Information Service. The EMS server (EMIS) contains the so 
called Electronic Library (ELibEMS), general information on the EMS and information 
on mathematical activities and institutions, Lists of conferences, etc. The ELibESM 
provides free access to a collection of electronic journals and electronic versions of 
printed journals. Before being included in ELibEMS, the quality of these periodicals 
and collections has to be approved by the Electronic Publishing Committee of the EMS. 
Server EM IS can be reached by 
http: / /www.emis.de, or by anonymous ftp: up.enw.de/d^rcctory/pub/EMIS. 
• European Database. Zentralblan fur Mathematik, from German is becoming a 
European enterprise. Now the reviewing process is being organized in different 
countries what allows to make it essentially faster and more qualitative. A new idea 
stated at the meeting is to organize "current awareness programme" on the basis of the 
Zentralblan. In particular, the publishers of mathematical journals will be asked to send 
the contents of the journal and the abstracts of the papers electronically to the office of 
the Zentralblan where this material wilt be made ready for being included in both the 
date base MATH and the current awareness service of EMIS. 
• Dideroi Mathematical Forxan. A cycle of conferences, called "Diderot Mathematical 
Forum" consists of two conferences a year taking place simultaneously in three 
European cities. In the process of the conference the participants in different cities 
exchange information by telecommunication, ' l h e subject considered at conferences 
covers three different aspects: fundamental mathematics, applications of oiamernaucs 
and their relation to society (e.g. ethical and cpistemological dimensions). 
• Publications. The Society continues publications of the so called Newsletters - a certain 
analogue of the much better kuowto Nolieci published by the American Mathematical 
Society. Newsletter* contain infurniatOJQ ahout flic Society, announcements of 
conferences, book rcviewv a problem.. qafBef and articles of general interest A new 
programme of the Council is to found 4 » ; ^ snAJ*+o*a(ievt journal of a general nature 
and a very high scientific quality. The Gmtfe-tV to make it in a short time, a 
leading journal covering all as peers of mathefmifct* froi. J. Jost was appointed as the 
Editor-in Chief of the journal. 
• Summer schools. In order to promote the intctaaļpft of young mathematicians, two 
series of summer schools, one each year at numVataN" and one in appucalions of 
mathematics will be organized. They will bring together about a hundred graduate 
students to attend advanced courses and to exchange the* research experiences. 
One of principal aims of the European Mathematical Society is to unify European 
marhernaticians - both on the level of Mamematical Societies and on the indnidual level. 
But at the same time the EMS strives for establishing relations and developing fruitful 
collaboratkm with other, non-European, professional societies of mathematicians. As a 
certain evidence of this was that representatives of the three very influential niathematica] 
societies arrived at the meeting m order to welcome the delegates, to share mfonnalion 
about their societies and to discuss perspectives of collaboration. These high guesta were: 
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Professor K G . Chang, the President of the Chinese Mathematical Society. (It is 
worth mentioning here that China has made a hid for the organization of the 
International Congress of Mathematicians in 2002 in Beijing.) 
2. Professor A. Kerkour (Morocco), the President of the African Mathematical Union. 
3. Professor J. Ewing, The Executive Director of the American Mathematical Society. 
Shortly before the closing of the Council meeting on Sunday's evening, another 
spectacular event took place: namely, the selection of the site for the European 
Congress of Mathematics (ECM) in 2000. (It is worth reminding here , that the 
Congress in 2000 is of special significance since year 2000 is announced as the 
International Year of Mathematics!) 
To start from the beginning. I must say lhat at the previous Council meeting in 1994 
four cities were accepted as candidates for mis honourable role. They were: 
Copenhagen (proposed by the Danish Math. Society), Torino (proposed by the Italian 
Math. Union), Barcelona (proposed by the Catalonian Math. Society) and Brighton 
(proposed by the London Math. Society). A special Committee of the Council, after 
preliminary investigation of the situation, has acknowledged mat all four candidates 
were able to provide adequate facilities for the organization of the Congress. 
However, short before the meeting. Torino decided to withdraw its application in 
favour of Barcelona. Between the rest three candidates a serious competition took 
place at the meeting. I h e representatives of the corresponding societies mformed how 
the opening and closing ceremonies will be organized, the preliminary programmes of 
sessions and round tables, the perspectives for publishing Proceedings, availability of 
good libraries in the area, technical equipment etc. They informed also about the 
financial situation, in particular, sketched the approximate budget of the Congress, 
described perspectives of finding sponsors, the perspectives of support from the 
Governments and local authorities.. They also showed films and slides about their 
cities and universities, and described their advantages Then representatives were 
asked different specifying questions. Further, me voting procedure was held. The 
results of voting where extremely favourable for the capital of Catalonia and the 
capital of 99th Olympic games: namely, 36 voices were given for Barcelona, while 
only 13 for Brighton and 7 for Copenhagen. After the results were announced, 
stormy applause started, and the delegates warmly congratulated professor Sebastia 
Xambo, the president of the Catalonian Mathematical Society, and professor Manuel 
Caste I let the director of the Mathematical Center in Barcelona, 
The election of the she for the 3rd ECM m year 2000 was me laM item on the agenda 
of the Council meeting. After this the meeting was officially closed. However the 
delegates did not hurry to leave Budapest most of them remained in the city and 
joined the ranks of a much more numerous and Impressive assemblage consisting of 
participants m d guests of the 2nd Kialhematical Congress which was opened on 
Monday, July 22. However, this k another story. Here 1 shall mention only, that at 
the Congress, besides the author of these notes, there were two other Latvian 
participants: Andrejs Reinfekh and Fēlikss Sadyrhajevs. 
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